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HUMAN FOOT MOTION SIMULATION DURING WALKING
Zhigailov, S.1 , Aryassov, G.1 , Penkov, I. 1, Musalimov, V.2
Tallinn University of Technology, Estonia 1, Saint-Petersburg National Research University of Information Technology, Mechanics and
Optics, Russia2
corresponding author: sergsil@gmail.com, gennadi.arjassov@taltech.ee, igor.penkov@taltech.ee, musvm@yandex.ru

Abstract: The ability of a person to move quickly plays an important role in the modern, constantly accelerating world. Despite the good
development of the infrastructure of large cities, a significant part of its population uses underground or ground public transport, mixing
daily trips on it with walking. That is the only one fact, where the importance of the process of walking in the life of modern man can be
noticed. There is a new method for evaluation of therapeutical rehabilitation complex work for human lower limbs motion recovery is
introduced. Simple mathematical basis and ethalon criterias for rehabilitation complex prototype efficency control are shown.
Keywords: HUMAN PATH REHABILITATION, 3D MODELLING, FOOT MOTION IMITATION, LOWER LIMBS KINEMATICS
AND DYNAMICS

vertical plates, perceiving the load from the training device and the
patient; 4 - bushings for pressing bearings into them (the connection
of elements 3, 4 is formed by welding them together); 5 - stiffening
ribs necessary for the stability of the position of the plates 3 (welded
to the plates 3, 2 details on each plate), 6 - the base plate serving as
protection against tilting / shifting of the exercise mechanism
prototype and for more accurate positioning of the plates 3 and ribs
5 between themselves before welding (details 3,5,6 are welded
together).

1. Introduction
A huge role in the gait of a person is played by the foot. Being a
link between the plane of motion and the physical body of a person,
it performs many important functions, the main of which are direct
movement of a person in space and maintaining balance / support of
body weight. It is logical to assume that the study of such an
interesting topic as the movement of a human being during walking
should begin with the study of the foot motion. Having a model of
the already designed mechanism of a prototype simulator for
restoring the movement of a person's lower limbs (described in
section 2), it is of particular interest to study how precisely the
muscle groups responsible for the walking process will be subjected
to useful loads. If the training of muscle groups, flexing and
extending the legs in the hip and knee (sagittal plane) seems to be
implemented quite well, the efficient training of the muscles
responsible for the flexion / extension of the foot remains
questionable. This work has two main objectives, the first of which
is the establishment and finding of mathematical criteria for
assessing the "success" of the rehabilitation mechanism work. In
other words, it is necessary to establish a “corridor” of variable
parameters of the designed prototype of the simulator, or in other
words, quite successfully simulate the gait of a healthy person. The
second goal is to identify proposals for making structural changes to
the prototype model and to determine future directions for product
improvement. This work continues the cycle of works aimed at
studying the movement of a person while walking [1-6].

2. The Design of the Mechanism of the Training
Device for Gait Restoration

Fig. 1. The design of mechanism of the training device / exercise machine
for human lower limbs motions rehabilitaion.
Next, we consider subassemblies 1 and 2 in more detail.

In order to simulate the gait of a person, as well as to keep in
mind the possible future creation of a prototype of a medical
exercise machine for movements of the lower limbs restoration, the
construction based on the model of an exercise bike was chosen.
The main idea is to use a reverse-action exercise bike as the basis
for the designed prototype of the rehabilitation training device, by
the way using the engine to set the movement parameters of a
person's legs, and not oppositely. The conventional picture of the
3D model of the mechanical part of the designed product is
presented below. The specified assembly consists of 2
subassemblies. The number 1 denotes the welded supporting
construction of the training device, the number 2 denotes the
prototype pedal rotation mechanism.

Subassembly 1(Fig. 2) consists of 4 elements and plays the role
of a supporting frame with bushings for fitting bearings into them.
The height of the sleeves is adjusted depending on the tasks of
imitation, as well as the anthropometric parameters of a particular
person and the stage of rehabilitation. The numbers denote: 3 -
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Fig. 2. Load-Bearing construction of the prototype.
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Subassembly 2 (Fig. 3) consists of 2 different, lower-level
assemblies, in other words 2 identical adjustable pedal assemblies 7
and one assembly 8, designed to transfer motion from engine to
patient`s legs with a belt pulley at the base.

Fig. 5. Mechanism for motion transfer from the engine to the legs of
the patient.

The mechanism consists of a pulley 20, which is worn on the
sleeve 21 with the help of a key welded to it. The sleeve 21 has a
hexagonal cutout inside, into which a hexagon 22 is inserted
(available material). Bearings 23 are pressed into the sleeve from
the both sides, which, in turn, are pressed into the bushings 4 (see
above). Holes, threaded in hexagon 22, give a possibility to install
the pedals at different angles, which will increase the range of
possible rehabilitation exercises. Threaded stud 14 is necessary for
the formation of the connection between the pedal and pulley
mechanisms. The threaded stud 24 is provided to allow elongation
of the hexagon 22.

Fig. 3. Moveable part of the prototype.
Since the assemblies 7 and 8 that represent the main value of
our prototype, they devote special attention.

The designed prototype of future exercise machine has the
following variable parameters:


Pulley / pedal rotation speed (set by motor)



Distance between legs



Height of legs lifting (can be set up for each of legs
separately)



Angle of pedals installation relatively to each other

Fig. 4. Pedal assembly.
Figure 4 shows the so-called pedal assembly. The main
elements of the pedal are plates 9 and 10, which regulate the heights
of the steps of the left and right legs (in the figure you can see the
holes for adjustment), the adapter to the hex rod 12, which is
welded to plate 1 and with the help of which pedals can be mounted
at angles from 0 to 180 degrees relative to each other.

3. Determination of the Main Parameters of the
Human Gait, during the Operation of the Training
Device Prototype. Used Mathematical Apparatus and
Introduced Restrictions.
In order to determine the degree of compliance of physical
parameters, it is necessary to distinguish mathematical models and
limitations imposed on the work of the future exercise machine. The
model described in the article [7] is one of the most applicable to
our case from the decades of the studied mathematical models of a
human gait.

The pedal 11 is equipped with an adjustable belt (conventionally
depicted), which tightly fixes the patient's foot on the pedal. The
pedal itself is worn on the threaded axle 16 and is fixed to the plate
10 with a nut 17, flat 18 (to better press and increase the pressure
area when tightening the nut) and spring 19 (to prevent selfunscrewing of the threaded connection) washers. The plates for
adjustment the height of the pedal / foot are inserted into each other
and fastened with fasteners 15 (hex bolt), 17, 18, 19.

As a part of a study conducted in the Sports Medicine
Laboratory of the University of Tartu (Estonia), using a system of
markers installed on the skin of the subjects, with the help of
cameras and a power platform along which the tested women
walked freely (4 women who are not athletes, surgeries and other
pathologies of the skeletal-muscular and nervous system), the
following spatial-temporal parameters of gait were obtained:

The last of the considered assemblies of the recovery training
device prototype is the assembly 8, which performs the function of
transmitting motion from the engine to the legs of the patient.
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Table 1 Anthropometric data of the survey persons. Rows of the table are
having an information about age, weight, height, length of the lower limbs,
hips, length from tibia to floor, length for tibia to ankle, length of the foot,
width of the foot, width of the back side of foot, thigh size, constant
parameter consequently.

rotation

and

in linear dependence

made counterclockwise along the arc
Based on the data obtained, a kinematic scheme of movement of
the human leg during the gait, presented in the form of a four-link
mechanism, was formed (Fig. 6).

(counting for

is

).

Fig. 7. Kinematic scheme of the 4-link mechanisms matching the
anthropometric data of the patients.
To study the dynamics of the gait process, let's consider another
kinematic scheme (Fig. 8)

Fig. 6. Kinematic scheme of the 4-link mechanism
The following notation is introduced on the presented kinematic
scheme:
– thigh length;
– foot
length;
– length of the tibia to floor; – total
length of the tibia and thigh; – the angle of rotation of the thigh;
– fixed angle of the kinematic system;
; – foot
rotation angle;
– point
coordinates (current coordinates);
– point
coordinates (current coordinates).

After determination of 5 links conditions: coordinates
,
and equality:

,

This equation of dynamics, as well as the kinematic scheme and
the parameter of contact, presented above, can be used in our case.
For example, to control the angles of flexion of the patient's leg in
the thigh, knee, foot.

,
we obtain the mechanical system with one degree of freedom.
Last equality is basic for constant parameter
;

Let we focus on the system with one degree of freedom. The
dynamics of motion in this case (Fig. 4, a) is described by the
equation:
,
where
- reduced moment of inertia; is the
amplitude of the inclinations of the hip joint;
is the mass of the
femoral part (
);
is the mass of the tibia (
);
is the
mass of the foot (
); is the frequency of oscillation of the hip
joint; g - gravitational acceleration.

The fixed angles of the kinematic system presented above
denote both the goniometric parameters and the limiting
configurations of the system before the completion of pushing the
forefoot off the ground.
,

Fig. 8. Kinematic scheme: with one degree of freedom (a); two degrees of
freedom (b).

calculation:

;

The parameter
characterizes the constancy of the segment
from the toe reference point
to the turning point of the hip
O and the constancy of the segments
.
As a result, it is this parameter, as it should be in the system with
one degree of freedom, that allowed to connect the angles of
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In addition to the mathematical apparatus described in this
section, it is necessary to take into account the load applied to the
foot of the patient with an increase in the speed of his movement
during walking [8]. An example of the dependence of the influence
of the load on the part of the patient’s body weight with an increase
in the tempo of walking is shown in figure 9.
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4. Prototype`s Work Correction
A model of the already designed prototype of the restoration of
the motor abilities of the human lower limbs was considered in this
work. Mathematical models and parameters characterizing
conditionally normal gait were presented. After conducting both
virtual simulations and real tests of the prototype, it will be possible
to find a mathematical model of the movement of the leg.
Obviously, if the physical parameters of the mathematical model are
noticeably different from those found in the scientific literature, it
will be necessary to make major changes to the design of the
prototype. Whether any of the parameters is significantly different
from the indicative, and the others are normal, or every parameter
does not differ much from the indicative parameters, then it will
possible to try to make progress by adjusting the already existing
variable parameters of the prototype or with small design
modifications. For example, if a too large impact load is fixed on
the foot during recovery procedures, it will be possible to reduce the
speed of rotation of the motor shaft; if the bending angle of the foot
is less than the norm – it can be reasonably to try to make the pedal
of a more complex shape fixing only the front of the foot or fix the
thigh in a certain position or even change the body position relative
to the pedals etc.

5. Conclusion
Concluding, it is worth noting that the presented method of
studying the work of the prototype, predicting and identifying its
necessary improvements seems quite logical, because it allows
analyzing the beneficial effects of the future rehabilitation simulator
on different muscle groups involved in a person’s gait, providing a
comprehensive and effective program for restoring the lower limbs
motion abilities of a patient undergoing rehabilitation with the help
of the mentioned medical complex.
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EXERGY ANALYSIS OF LOW-PRESSURE CONDENSATE HEATING SYSTEM
FROM COGENERATION POWER PLANT
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Abstract: The paper presents an exergy analysis of condensate low-pressure heating system of a cogeneration power plant, which consists of
one heater, one condensate pump and one pressure reduction valve. The entire system is investigated at three different plant loads.
Regardless of the plant load, the highest exergy destruction is noted for the condensate heater (between 416.41 kW and 771.46 kW), after
which follows pressure reduction valve with exergy destruction between 57.43 kW and 120.61 kW. Exergy destruction of condensate pump is
almost negligible at any plant load and therefore condensate pump has the highest exergy efficiency (between 75.86 % and 77.08 %). Exergy
efficiency of condensate heater is between 56.13 % and 59.29 %, while pressure reduction valve has the lowest exergy efficiency of all three
analyzed system components and is between 36.98 % and 48.42 %.
KEYWORDS: CONDENSATE HEATING, EXERGY ANALYSIS, EXERGY DESTRUCTION, EXERGY EFFICIENCY

1. Introduction
Steam power plants nowadays, regardless of its type, function or
developed power, consist of various complex sub-systems [1]. Each
sub-system has a function to improve plant operation and, if
possible, increase power plant efficiency.
One of such complex sub-systems is condensate/feed water
heating system mounted between steam condenser [2] and steam
generator [3]. The main function of this sub-system is to increase
condensate/feed water temperature before the water enters again
into the steam generator. Heating in complete system is ensured
with steam extractions from the main turbine, regardless of the
number of turbine cylinders [4]. In such way, fuel savings in the
steam generator are obtained and increase of plant overall
efficiency.
Condensate/feed water heating system in all steam power plants
is divided in two parts – low-pressure condensate heating system
and high-pressure feed water heating system [5]. The component
which makes this division is deaerator with its dual function (water
heating and removing of dissolved gasses from the water).
Depending on plant type and operation, low-pressure and highpressure heating systems can consist of several pumps, heaters and
pressure reduction valves [6].
In this paper exergy analysis of the low-pressure condensate
heating system from steam cogeneration power plant at three
different plant loads is performed. This heating system consists of
one condensate pump, one low-pressure condensate heater and one
pressure reduction valve for condensate (condensate obtained from
heating steam) returning to the main steam condenser. Calculation
of exergy power losses (exergy destructions) as well as exergy
efficiencies of each low-pressure condensate heating system
component at each plant load was performed. The aim was to
investigate operation characteristics of each component during the
increase of power plant load.

2. Description of condensate low-pressure heating
system from cogeneration power plant

extracted from turbine turns into a condensate, which is led from
heater to steam condenser through the pressure reduction valve.
Pressure reduction valve decreases condensate pressure, while
condensate specific enthalpy before and after valve remains
constant. Each pressure reduction valve has the same described
operating principle, regardless of fluid which passes through the
valve [11].
Exergy analysis of condensate low-pressure heating system is the
analysis of each component from such system. The main goal is to
determine exergy losses (exergy destruction) and efficiencies of
each component and, if possible, propose methods for improving
each component operation.

Fig. 1. Scheme and operating points of the analyzed low-pressure
condensate heating system

3. Equations for condensate low-pressure heating
system exergy analysis
3.1. Overall exergy analysis equations for control volume
For any volume or system in steady state, mass balance equation
(disregarding potential and kinetic energy), is [12]:
∑ m IN = ∑ m OUT

(1)

The second law of thermodynamics defines exergy analysis [13].
The main exergy balance equation (for a volume in steady state) is
defined according to [14] as:

Analyzed condensate low-pressure heating system operates in
sugarcane bagasse cogeneration power plant [7]. The system is used
for condensate heating on condensate returning line from the steam
condenser to deaerator (analyzed system is a part of complete
condensate/feed water heating system on water returning line from
the steam condenser to steam generator [8]).
The condensate low-pressure heating system consists of three
components: condensate pump, condensate heater and pressure
reduction valve, Fig. 1. Condensate pump is used for condensate
pressure increasing and its delivering to deaerator [9]. For such
operation, condensate pump requires power delivered from any
power producer. Before deaerator and after the pump, condensate
passes through the low-pressure heater [10] which increases
condensate temperature using steam extracted from the steam
turbine. After the heat transfer in low-pressure heater, steam

X heat − P = ∑ m OUT ⋅ ε OUT − ∑ m IN ⋅ ε IN + E ex,D

(2)

Exergy transfer by heat ( X heat ) at the temperature T is:
T
X heat = ∑ (1 − 0 ) ⋅ Q
T

(3)

Specific exergy is defined according to [15] by an equation:
ε = (h − h0 ) − T0 ⋅ ( s − s0 )
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(4)
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The exergy power of fluid flow is defined, according to [16] as:
E ex = m ⋅ ε = m ⋅ [(h − h0 ) − T0 ⋅ ( s − s0 )]

(5)

Exergy efficiency, according to [17], is defined by an equation:

η ex =

Exergy output
Exergy input

(6)

3.2. Exergy analysis equations of each condensate heating
system component
In this chapter equations for the exergy analysis of each
condensate heating system component are presented – the first is
condensate pump, then the low-pressure feed water heater and
finally pressure reduction valve. Equations for each component are
defined according to operating points presented in Fig. 1.
The exergy analysis is dependable on the conditions of the
ambient in which component or system operates [18]. In this
analysis, the selected ambient state is ambient pressure of 1 bar and
ambient temperature of 25 °C, as proposed in [19].
The condensate pump (according to [9]):
→ Mass balance:
→ Exergy power input
(only condensate flow):
→ Exergy power input
(cumulative):
→ Exergy power
output:

m 1 = m 2

(7)

E ex,pump,IN,co = m 1 ⋅ ε1

(8)

E ex, pump, IN,cu = m 1 ⋅ ε1 + Ppump

(9)

E ex,pump,OUT = m 2 ⋅ ε 2

(10)

→ Exergy destruction: E ex,pump,D = E ex,pump,IN,cu − E ex,pump,OUT
→ Exergy efficiency: η ex,pump =

E ex,pump,OUT − E ex,pump,IN,co
Ppump

(11)
(12)

The low-pressure condensate heater (according to [10]):
→ Mass balancesteam:
→ Mass balancecondensate:
→ Exergy power
input:
→ Exergy power
output:
→ Exergy
destruction:
→ Exergy efficiency:

m 4 = m 5

(13)

m 2 = m 3

(14)

E ex,heater,IN = m 4 ⋅ ε 4 − m 5 ⋅ ε 5

(15)

E ex,heater,OUT = m 3 ⋅ ε 3 − m 2 ⋅ ε 2

(16)

E ex,heater,D = E ex,heater,IN − E ex,heater,OUT

(17)

E

η ex,heater = ex,heater,OUT
E

(18)

ex,heater,IN

The pressure reduction valve (according to [11]):
→ Mass balance:
→ Exergy power input:
→ Exergy power
output:
→ Exergy destruction:
→ Exergy efficiency:

m 5 = m 6
E ex,valve,IN = m 5 ⋅ ε 5

(20)

E ex,valve,OUT = m 6 ⋅ ε 6

(21)

E ex,valve,D = E ex,valve,IN − E ex,valve,OUT

(22)

η ex,valve

At each power plant load, specific enthalpies, specific entropies
and specific exergies of each fluid stream were calculated using
NIST REFPROP 9.0 software [20].

E ex,valve,OUT
= 
E

Table 1. Operating parameters of the condensate low-pressure
heating system-low load
LOW LOAD – Ppump = 11.0 kW
Mass Specific Specific Specific
Temperature Pressure
OP*
flow enthalpy entropy exergy
(°C)
(bar)
(kg/s) (kJ/kg) (kJ/kg·K) (kJ/kg)
41.51
0.08
16.583 175.8
0.5987
1.853
1
42.02
5.00
16.583 176.4
0.5991
2.356
2
100.13
5.00
16.583 420.0
1.3083
34.483
3
116.91
1.80
1.833 2688.0 7.1277 567.440
4
116.91
1.80
1.833
490.8
1.4947
49.707
5
41.51
0.08
1.833
490.8
1.5998
18.380
6
* Operating points are defined according to Fig. 1.
Table 2. Operating parameters of the condensate low-pressure
heating system-middle load
MIDDLE LOAD – Ppump = 29.1 kW
Mass Specific Specific Specific
Temperature Pressure
OP*
flow enthalpy entropy exergy
(°C)
(bar)
(kg/s) (kJ/kg) (kJ/kg·K) (kJ/kg)
49.42
0.12
25.583 207.7
0.6987
3.936
1
49.70
8.60
25.583 208.8
0.6995
4.813
2
115.29
8.60
25.583 484.3
1.4762
48.736
3
145.70
3.10
3.222 2751.0 7.0402 656.520
4
134.22
3.10
3.222
564.4
1.6790
68.369
5
49.42
0.12
3.222
564.4
1.8045
30.939
6
* Operating points are defined according to Fig. 1.
Table 3. Operating parameters of the condensate low-pressure
heating system-high load
HIGH LOAD – Ppump = 28.1 kW
Mass Specific Specific Specific
Temperature Pressure
OP*
flow enthalpy entropy exergy
(°C)
(bar)
(kg/s) (kJ/kg) (kJ/kg·K) (kJ/kg)
50.40
0.13
26.556 211.0
0.7089
4.193
1
50.48
7.90
26.556 212.0
0.7096
4.996
2
110.97
7.90
26.556 466.0
1.4290
44.504
3
131.19
2.80
3.139 2713.0 6.9931 632.570
4
131.19
2.80
3.139
553.6
1.6525
65.473
5
51.03
0.13
3.139
553.6
1.7657
31.704
6
* Operating points are defined according to Fig. 1.

(19)

5. The results of low-pressure condensate heating
system exergy analysis and discussion
As presented in Eq. (9), condensate pump is the only lowpressure condensate heating system component which cumulative
exergy power input must be divided in two parts-the first part is the
exergy power input of condensate flow and the second part is the
power delivered from any power producer for pump operation.
Delivered power share in cumulative pump exergy power input is
26.36 % at low plant load, 22.42 % at middle plant load and 20.15
% at high plant load, Fig. 2. Firstly, it can be concluded that at any
plant load exergy power input of condensate flow is the dominant
element of cumulative pump exergy power input. Secondly,
increase in plant load resulted with a decrease of delivered power
share in cumulative pump exergy power input (and simultaneously
with an increase of the condensate flow share in cumulative pump
exergy power input).

(23)

ex, valve,IN

4. Operating parameters of the analyzed condensate
heating system at three different loads
Data for each operating point of the analyzed low-pressure
condensate heating system (temperature, pressure and mass flow of
each fluid stream) were found in [7]. The low-pressure condensate
heating system is analyzed in three cogeneration power plant loads,
according to main steam turbine developed power. The operating
parameters of the low-pressure condensate heating system at low
power plant load are presented in Table 1, at middle plant load in
Table 2 and at high power plant load in Table 3.
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load, exergy destruction for a condensate heater is 416.41 kW. At
high plant load condensate heater exergy destruction is lower than
at middle plant load (771.46 kW at middle and 730.90 kW at high
plant load), what is different when compared to most of
conventional steam power plant components [1] which have the
highest exergy destruction at the high plant load.
Pressure reduction valve exergy destruction increases from the
low to middle plant load (from 57.43 kW up to 120.61 kW), while
between middle and high plant load valve exergy destruction
decreases (from 120.61 kW to 106.00 kW).
Condensate pump exergy destruction is almost negligible at any
plant load, if compared to condensate heater and pressure reduction
valve exergy destructions, Fig. 5. At low plant load, condensate
pump has exergy destruction equal to 2.66 kW. Increase in power
plant load resulted in an increase in pump exergy destruction. It is
6.67 kW at middle and 6.77 kW at high power plant load.

Fig. 2. Change in distribution of cumulative pump exergy power
input at three plant loads
Cumulative exergy power input for all the condensate lowpressure heating system components shows that only the condensate
pump has the highest cumulative exergy power input at the highest
plant load (139.44 kW), while the highest cumulative exergy power
input of the heater and valve occurs at the middle plant load
(1895.15 kW for heater and 220.30 kW for pressure reduction
valve), Fig. 3.
At any plant load, the highest amount of exergy power is
delivered in the condensate heater, after which follows valve and
the lowest amount of exergy power is delivered for condensate
pump operation. This is an expected occurrence because the highest
exergy power is brought to condensate low-pressure heating system
by steam extracted from a steam turbine.

Fig. 5. Change in exergy destructions at three plant loads for all the
condensate low-pressure heating system components
Exergy efficiency of pressure reduction valve continuously
increases during the increase in plant load and is 36.98 % at low
plant load, 45.25 % at middle plant load and 48.42 % at high plant
load, Fig. 6.
The highest exergy efficiencies of condensate heater and
condensate pump are not obtained at the highest plant load. They
were obtained at middle plant load and are 59.29 % for heater and
77.08 % for the pump. At low plant load exergy efficiency of heater
and pump is 56.13 % and 75.86 %, while at high plant load exergy
efficiency of the same components is 58.94 % and 75.91 %, Fig. 6.
From the obtained results it can be concluded that in condensate
low-pressure heating system condensate pump has the highest
exergy efficiencies at any plant load, while pressure reduction valve
has the lowest exergy efficiencies. A change in plant load has an
almost negligible influence on condensate pump because its exergy
efficiency change is the lowest when compared to other heating
system components. The highest change in exergy efficiency during
the increase in plant load can be noted for a pressure reduction
valve.

Fig. 3. Change in cumulative exergy power inputs at three plant
loads for all the condensate low-pressure heating system
components
Change of exergy power outputs during the increase in power
plant load has the same trend for all condensate low-pressure
heating system components as the change of cumulative exergy
power inputs, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
The highest exergy power outputs can be seen for a condensate
heater at any plant load, Fig. 4. Interesting phenomena is that
pressure reduction valve exergy power outputs at any plant load are
lower when compared to exergy power outputs of condensate pump.
Since the valve exergy power inputs are higher than exergy power
inputs of condensate pump at any plant load, Fig. 3, it can be
expected that exergy efficiencies of pressure reduction valve will be
much lower than exergy efficiencies of condensate pump regardless of plant load.

Fig. 6. Change in exergy efficiency at three plant loads for all the
condensate low-pressure heating system components

6. Conclusions
In this paper the exergy analysis of the low-pressure condensate
heating system from cogeneration power plant is performed.
Heating system consist of one condensate heater, one condensate
pump and one pressure reduction valve. The low-pressure
condensate heating system is investigated at three different plant
loads. The main conclusions of the analysis are:

Fig. 4. Change in exergy power outputs at three plant loads for all
the condensate low-pressure heating system components
In the condensate low-pressure heating system the highest exergy
power inputs, outputs and exergy destructions can be seen for
condensate heater, regardless of plant load, Fig. 5. At low plant
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- Condensate heater, at any plant load, has exergy power inputs and
outputs much higher in comparison with condensate pump and
pressure reduction valve.
- Pressure reduction valve has higher cumulative exergy power
inputs and lower exergy power outputs when compared to
condensate pump, at any plant load. This fact indicates the low
valve exergy efficiency.
- The dominant element of condensate pump cumulative exergy
power input, at any plant load, is the exergy power of condensate
flow.
- The highest exergy destruction, regardless of plant load, is found
in condensate heater (between 416.41 kW and 771.46 kW). The
pressure reduction valve is the second component of the lowpressure condensate heating system according to exergy destruction
values (valve exergy destruction is between 57.43 kW and 120.61
kW). Exergy destruction of condensate pump is almost negligible
(between 2.66 kW and 6.77 kW).
- Element with the highest exergy efficiency in the analyzed lowpressure condensate heating system, regardless of the plant load, is
a condensate pump (with exergy efficiency between 75.86 % and
77.08 %). In comparison with condensate pump, condensate heater
has much lower exergy efficiency (between 56.13 % and 59.29 %).
The lowest exergy efficiency is obtained for pressure reduction
valve (between 36.98 % and 48.42 %).
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8. Nomenclature
Latin Symbols:
the total exergy of a flow, kW
E
specific enthalpy, kJ/kg
h
mass flow rate, kg/s
m
p
pressure, bar
P
power, kW
heat transfer, kW
Q
s
specific entropy, kJ/kg·K
T
temperature, °C or K

heat exergy transfer, kW
X
heat

Greek symbols:
ε
specific exergy, kJ/kg
η
efficiency, Subscripts:
0
ambient state
co
condensate
cu
cumulative
D
destruction (ex. loss)
ex

exergy

IN
inlet (input)
OUT outlet (output)
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EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF WIND TURBINE MODEL
Biluš I. PhD.1, Lešnik L. PhD.1
University of Maribor, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Slovenia 1
ignacijo.bilus@um.si

Abstract: Global demand for electric energy is predicted to increase in the coming decades. Following this, different approaches for
additional electricity production are analysed and tested worldwide. The EU supports the production and usage of electricity from
renewable energy sources, particularly wind energy, because it provides electricity without giving rise to any carbon dioxide emissions. The
presented work analysis the possibility for utilising of wind-generated electricity as a stand-alone system for small off grid cabin supply. The
very basic turbine geometry was designed and numerically simulated with commercial CFD software. After that, the turbine model was
printed using 3D printer and tested in laboratory environment. The comparison of numerically and experimentally obtained operating
characteristics show reasonable agreement and strong potential for system optimisation and improvements.
Keywords: wind turbine, CFD, experiment

1. Introduction

𝛽𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑧 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛

𝑅
− 𝛼𝐴
𝑟λ𝐷

To obtain wind power, the kinetic energy of wind is used to
create mechanical power which is converted into electricity with
generator. This makes the wind as unlimited, free, renewable energy
resource with high economic value and low maintenance cost. The
wind turbines harmlessly generate electricity from wind passing by.
Wind energy is far more ecofriendly than the burning of fossil fuels
for electricity production. On the other side, the wind energy has
disadvantages as well. The two major disadvantages of wind power
include initial cost and technology immaturity.
Firstly, constructing turbines and wind facilities is extremely
expensive. The second disadvantage is technology immaturity,
which predominantly address the current technology limits for
offshore machines to shallow-water sites at a cost premium. New
technology is needed to lower costs, increase reliability and energy
production, expand the resource area and mitigate known
environmental impacts [1].

Fig. 1. Cl /Cd ratio with angle of attack 𝛼𝐴

The blade profiles were designed as shown at Fig.2.

The land based wind turbine technology researches, on the other
side, addresses performance and reliability issues that wind power
plants experience throughout their life span and reduces system
costs through innovative technology development. Present study,
address the solution simplicity on the case of small off grid wind
power system. It was assumed, that area that have adequate wind, is
available. Therefore, the analysis started with search for a suitable
turbine geometry solution.

2. Wind turbine geometry
To determine the optimal wind turbine geometry, it is necessary
to select or define some parameters and quantities as speed,
Reynolds number, profile type and its span wise angle/length
distribution. The outer diameter limit was set to dmax<300 mm
according to the inner diameter of test section.

(a)

According to the diagram shown at Fig. 1 we selected the
SG6043 profile. The complete geometry of turbine blades was
defined using Betz and Schmitz's theory which provide the
equations for the length of the blade profile and its angle
distribution depending on the radius as follows [2].
Betz theory:
𝑐𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑧 (𝑟) ≈ 2𝜋𝑅

𝛽𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑧 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛

1 8
1
𝑧 9𝑐𝐿 λ2 𝑟
𝐷 𝑅

(b)
Fig. 2. Blade profile distribution for Betz (a) and Schmitz (b) theory

2 𝑅
− 𝛼𝐴
3 𝑟λ𝐷

The commercial CAD program was used for modeling of both
turbine geometries. The Betz and Schmitz wind turbine runner
models are shown at Fig. 3.

Schmitz theory:
𝑐𝑆𝑐ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑧 𝑟 =

1 16 𝜋 𝑟
1
sin
𝜑
𝑧 𝑐𝐿
3 1
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The numerical domain was discretized by unstructured
tetragonal mesh (Fig. 4). Grid dependence study was made using
Richardson's extrapolation where three meshes with different mesh
densities were tested. The grid convergence index presenting the
calculated uncertainty was less than 5% for fine mesh and less than
7% for medium mesh. In order to assure minimal discretization
error, the finest mesh with total number of 1714660 elements was
used for numerical analysis.
Defining the right boundary conditions, it is a key to a
successful numerical simulation. The boundary conditions in pipe,
where turbine runners were mounted were prescribed as shown at
Fig. 5 and detailed in table 1.

Fig. 3. Wind turbine runners according to Betz and Schmitz theory

3. Numerical simulation
Operating characteristics of wind turbines were simulated using
ANSYS- CFX. The simulation was set using Flow driven rigid
body approach, where different prescribed mechanical torque values
simulated the generator's electric load.
The used governing equations were based on the conservation
form of the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations
system. The first equation is continuity equation, which can be
written as:
𝜕
𝜕
𝜌+
𝜌𝑢𝑖 = 0
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑡
The second equation presents the equation for conservation of
momentum:

Fig. 5. Computational domain and boundary conditions

𝜕
𝜕
𝜌𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑗
𝜌𝑢𝑖 +
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑗

Table 1: Boundary conditions.

𝜕
=−
𝑝
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕
+
𝜇 + 𝜇𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑗

where 𝑝 denotes the pressure, 𝑢 is the velocity, 𝜇 and 𝜇𝑡 are
laminar and turbulent viscosity and 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is the Kronecker delta
function. Numerical modeling of turbulent flow is very complex
process in which turbulence model play a significant role. It is used
for calculation of fluctuating part of pressure and velocity in RANS
equations. The appropriate turbulence model must be applied in
order to accurately predict cavitation inception and detachment of
the cavity from solid surface. In present study, the standard 𝑘 − 𝜀
model was used. It is a two-equation model which includes two
extra transport equations which represent the turbulent properties of
the flow.
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝑘 +
𝑘𝑢𝑖 =
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜀 +
𝜀𝑢𝑖 =
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝜐+

1

Boundary
condition type
Inlet

2

Outlet

Pressure

3

Wall

Free slip

4

Rotor

Rotating, No slip

5

Interface

Frozen Rotor Stator

Number
𝜕𝑢𝑖 𝜕𝑢𝑗 2 𝜕𝑢𝑘
+
− 𝛿
𝜕𝑥𝑗 𝜕𝑥𝑖 3 𝑖𝑗 𝜕𝑥𝑘

𝜐+

Variable
Velocity

3. Experimental setup
The wind turbine runners were mounted into the inlet pipe of
radial fan test section in laboratory. The wind was produced using
frequency regulated electric motor which power the fan, as shown
at Fig. 6.

𝜐𝑡 𝜕𝑘
+𝑃−𝜀
𝜍𝑘 𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝜇𝑡 𝜕𝜀
𝜀
𝜀2
+ 𝐶1𝜀 𝑃 − 𝐶2𝜀
𝜍𝜀 𝜕𝑥𝑗
𝑘
𝑘

Fig. 6. Test section and turbine runner

Wind turbine runners were directly connected to the axis of the
generator. For the production of electrical energy, we used the
permanent magnet brush DC motor, which operated in generator
mode. The basic characteristics of motor are summarized in the
table 2.
Fig. 4. Computational mesh
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Table 2: Generator characteristics.

Maximal voltage
Nominal power
Maximal allowed current
Torque constant

Fig. 10 shows operating characteristics for Schmitz geometry at
16 m/s wind speed. It is evident that characteristics show same trend
comparing to Betz turbine characteristics shown at Fig. 8. The
difference is at optimal value opt which is opt,Schmitz=3,3 and
opt,Betz=3,9. The reason for this is in different geometry of runners.

12 V at 4700 rpm
60W
5,85 A
100 mN/A

The wiring diagram of generator is shown at Fig. 7. The
induced voltage on generator equals
𝑈𝑖 = 𝑈𝑀 + 𝐼𝑅 𝑅𝑅
Where mechanical power depends on torque and constant 𝑘𝑚 as
foloows
𝑃 = 𝑀 𝜔 = 𝑘𝑚 𝐼𝑅 𝜔

Fig. 7. Wiring diagram

National instruments 9401 module on 9171 carrier on was used
for data acquisition. Optical encoder (5 V) was used for rotational
speed measurements.

4. Results
4.1. Numerical simulation results
We performed numerical simulations of the wind turbines using
both geometries and two different wind speeds. The simulations we
performed were transient. The angular velocity of rotor was zero at
the simulation start. The simulations were stopped at the moment
when rotor angular velocity become constant. In the continuation
results will be presented for the case of wind velocity 16 m/s.

Fig. 9. Velocity field for Betz turbine geometry at 16 m/s wind speed

The velocity field and velocity vectors for Schmitz turbine are
shown on Fig. 11. As it follows from diagram, similar nature as
presented for the case of Betz turbine can be concluded.

Fig. 8 shows operating characteristics for Betz geometry at 16
m/s wind speed. We used normalized values of power, which means
that the power value is divided by the maximal power value. This
allows us to present results in values between 0 and 1, where value
1 stands for best efficiency.
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Fig. 10. Operating characteristics of Schmitz geometry at 16 m/s wind
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4.2. Experiment results
The measurement of operating characteristics was performed
for both wind turbine runners. The “wind” velocity was increased
using frequency regulated electric motor. The Fig. 12 show the
turbine runner rotating frequency for different wind speeds and
mechanical power measured with the DAQ system.

Fig. 8. Operationg charateristics of Betz geometry at 16 m/s wind speed

CFD enables detailed analysis of flow variables and give us
deeper insight of flow characteristics of machinery Fig. 9 shows
velocity field and velocity vectors for Betz turbine at 16 m/s. The
point A represents a velocity field for lowest velocity ratio . As we
can see from the figure, the flow separation occurs in the point A.
On the other hand, we have points B and C, which both have higher
efficiency, and their velocity fields do not differ that much.

It is evident, that turbine rotating frequency achieved more than
6000 rpm or 100 Hz at the wind speed of 10 m/s. At this operating
point, mechanical power of system equals 𝑃 = 20 𝑊.
Since both turbine runners were 3D printed from PLA filament,
wind velocity was not increased further due to the mechanical
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Turbine power [W]

properties (strength of material) limitation. According to this,
operating measured characteristics did not achieve the peak as
shown at Figs. 8 and 10, where velocity boundary condition was set
to the value of 16 m/s.

5. Discusion and conclusions
The CFD results presented clearly show, that wind turbines
have to be precisely designed for the area of operation. As we can
see the performance of the wind turbine rotor begins to increase, up
to the point where it reaches its peak at opt. This peak represents
the optimal operating point of the wind turbine. Past its peak, the
performance begins to deteriorate.
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Fig. 12. Measurement of operating characteristics for Schmitz turbine

The experimental analysis showed that used electric generator
characteristics and analyzed runners are not compatible for the case
of runners printed of PLA. To perform complete characteristics
measurement, the generator should be optimized or runner’s
material should be replaced with more rigid one.
In conclusion, we see that Schmitz geometry is more suitable,
because it produces twice as much power.
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Fig. 11. Velocity field for Schmitz turbine geometry at 16 m/s wind speed

The quantitative analysis of CFD results show that geometry
according to the Schmitz theory performs a lot better. The
difference was more evident at wind of 16 m/s, where the power
output of the Schmitz geometry is 38.5W, while the Betz geometry
only produces 14.8W. On the other hand, we have the 8 m/s wind
where both geometries performed poorly, but still the Schmitz
geometry output was 4,7W, while the Betz geometry produced only
around 2,3W.
The reason for better characteristics of Schmitz runner
geometry is in surface area of runner. If we look at Fig. 3 we see
that the Schmitz geometry has a much larger surface area
comparing to the Betz geometry, which helps to extract more
energy from the wind.
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Abstract: The main aim of this paper is to analyze seismic action influence on the pressure parts of the watertube steam boiler
construction. Design of the structures in earthquake areas according to Eurocode 8 (EN 1998-1) has been explained and performed on
pressure parts construction of one watertube steam boiler. Using the finite element method, reaction forces in the supports, which occur
under the influence of boiler weight and during the earthquake in the Abaqus / CAE 2016., have been calculated. At the end, the comparison
of the results is shown and analysis of the results is given. Comparison of the European standard EN 1998-1: Design of structures for
earthquake resistance and Turkish TEC-07: Turkish Earthquake Code in analysis of the watertube steam boiler is also done, in order to
determine whether structures analyzed by EN 1998-1 can also be built on the territory of Republic of Turkey.
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1. Introduction
A steam boiler or steam generator is the central part of any
thermoenergetic power plant. Field of steam boilers constructioning
has been developing for last 200 years and significant progress has
been made over the last few decades. The principle of the
thermoenergetic power plant operation can be described in a couple
of simple steps: the working medium is heated to the point of
evaporation - the generated steam drives the turbine and the turbine
generates electricity. Although it seems simple at first glance, the
gradual improvement and optimization of the process and plant
performance in which the process takes place, has led to the point
that creation and management of such a facility has becoming a sort
of science. In technical terms, steam boiler is a complex steam
generating system used for various purposes. It includes various
heat transfer phases from flame to heating surfaces (economizer,
drum, heat exchanger, superheater, air heater, etc.) as well as
various auxiliary systems such as fuel delivery, water treatment,
cleaning system, water and impurities drainage, flue gases ducts,
etc1,2,3. Steam boilers can be divided by several different criteria and
generaly they are classified into two categories: firetube and
watertube steam boilers. Recently, watertube steam boilers have
received great attention due to their benefits regarding costs,
simplicity and safety of operation4,5. Ease of operation, safety,
inspection, maintenance, repair, and cleaning should be of major
concern when considering the design and arrangement of boilers6.
Since the steam boilers operate at high temperature and high
pressure conditions it is of great importance to make an effective
assessment of their safety under abnormal situations. However, such
facilities are subject to several operating failures and accidents,
which could expose the system to technical problems and serious
hazard7,8. Therefore, when conclusion about safe operation is
needed to be done it is also important to take a seismic action into
consideration too. The European standard EN 1998-1, Eurocode 8:
Design of structures for earthquake resistance: General rules,
seismic actions and rules for buildings9 is used for calculations of
buildings and engineering structures for location in Croatia where
one watertube steam boiler it is itended to be built. Considering
possibilities of building the same watertube steam boiler
construction in Turkey, an analysis of differences and similarities
between European and Turkish regulations in seismic analysis
where Turkish Earthquake Code 2007, or TEC-0710, Turkish
standard used for calculations of structures has been done. Standard
EN 1998-1 is used as a foundation in seismic analysis of the
watertube steam boiler design. Influence of seismic actions on
pressure parts of the watertube steam boiler construction is analysed
by applying the design spectrum for elastic analysis on the
watertube steam boiler construction model made in Abaqus CAE11.
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Later the same Abaqus model of the steam watertube boiler
construction is analysed using the Turkish standard TEC-07.
Obtained results for displacement and raction forces in boiler
construction supports are compared. Earthquake is an endogenous
process that occurs due to displacement of tectonic plates, and
consequence is the shaking of Earth's crust and release of a large
amount of energy12. Factors affecting the strength of earthquakes
are the amount of released energy, the depth of the hypocentre, the
distance of the epicenter and composition of the Earth's crust.
According to EN 1998, the earthquake motion in specific point on
the surface is represented by an elastic acceleration spectrum of
base ground response that is called an elastic response spectrum.
The shape of the elastic response spectrum is assumed to be the
same for two levels of earthquake action in the case of a
requirement for no destruction (limit state of load-carrying capacity)
and for requirement of limited damage. Horizontal earthquake
action is described by two orthogonal components, assumed to be
independent, and represented by the same spectrum of response.
When earthquakes affecting a location occur in different sources,
consideration should be given to the possibility of using more than
one form of spectrum in order to appropriately show the calculated
earthquake effect. In such circumstances, for each type of spectrum
and earthquake, different values of the calculation acceleration on
the ground floor will typically be required. For important
constructions, the effects of increase due to topographical
circumstances should also be considered8,13.

2. Finite element modeling
To help ensure comparability of the results given by analysis
according to EN 1998-1 and TEC-07, it was necessary to undergo
the watertube steam boiler construction similar conditions. Ground
conditions, seismic zones and other conditions regarding the site of
the structure by EN 1998-1 and TEC-07 were all provided by Đuro
Đaković Termoenergetska postrojenja d.o.o. The boiler model is
modeled according to the same documentation and associated loads,
constraints and boundary conditions are assigned (Fig. 1). For finite
element calculation, the finite element method was used, and the
Abaqus/CAE 2016 program was used. The membrane walls of
boiler is approximated by an equivalent orthotropic plate and it is
discretized by a four-knode double-curved shell finite element.
When calculating the reaction in the base supports of the steam
boiler, the load of the weight of the boiler construction, working
medium, dirt, walling and insulation is taken into account. Materials
of membrane walls and bands belong to the group of low carbon
steel C ≤ 0.3% carbon. The calculation temperature is the water
vapor saturation temperature. Assuming that the mechanical
properties of the boiler construction are isotropic, the elasticity
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modulus for all three materials is approximately equal to 181990
MPa. For the Poisson factor, the value of 0.3 is adopted.

showed vibration periods of the construction shown on Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4.

Fig 3. First mode of vibration obtained using finite element analysis
Fig. 1 Geometry and meshed finite element model of watertube steam boiler

The boiler is supported on ten supports, five on the left side wall
distribution chamber and five on the right side wall chamber. The
boiler’s drum is supported on two downcommer’s tubes. In the
second passage of the boiler the packages of heating surfaces are
set. Membrane walls of the boiler are made with a step of 80 mm.
The cross section of the membrane tubes is 57×4.5 mm and a
membrane strip thickness is 6 mm. Members of the elasticity matrix
of equivalent orthotropic plates, for the membrane boiler walls, are
calculated according to14 and are: A11=2006179 N/mm,
A12=12772 N/mm, A22=42573 N/mm, A33=432024 N/mm,
D11=587686516 Nmm, D12=67884006 Nmm, D22=8435021
Nmm and D33=47343775 Nmm (Fig. 2).

Fig 4. Second mode of vibration obtained using finite element analysis

a)

In finite elements results frequencies are expressed in number of
cycles in time and they are needed to be recalculated in Hz, beacuse
loads of density is given in kg/mm3 and in kg/mm2 as wall load.
Geometry is defined in mm and Young's modulus of elesticity is
assigned in N/mm2. In order to obtain frequency in Hz, frequency
obtained in finite element analysis is multiplied by frequency
coefficient kf =31.62. This gives vibration periods:

T = 0.57 s (for X-axis)

T = 0.42 s (for Z-axis)
Considering the vibration periods, ground type and values of the
parameters describing the recommended Type 1 elastic response
spectra, EN 1998-1 recommends the following equation for
calculating the design spectrum Sd (T) for elastic analysis:
q
(1)
Sd (T )  ag  S 
1.5
where S represents the soil factor from the table of values of the
parameters describing the recommended Type 1 elastic response
spectra and ag design ground acceleration on type A ground.

b)
Fig. 2 a) Internal forces and membrane rigidity of the Am membrane
equivalent to the internal forces and the membrane stiffneess of the
orthotropic plate Ap, b) Internal moments and flexural stiffness of the
membrane wall Dm equivalent to the internal moments and the flexural
stiffness of the orthotropic plate Dp

Conditions by EN 1998-1
For steam watertube boiler analysed by EN 1998-1 standard,
conditions were given as followed:
 Ground type C
 Peak ground acceleration agR = 0.16g
 Building importance class III (importance factor γI = 1.2)
 Behaviour factor q = 1.5
Peak ground acceleration agR is obtained from the seismic map
of Republic of Croatia. Frequency analysis of the ABAQUS model

Conditions by TEC-07
Conditions used for analysis by TEC-07 are listed below:

Group C soils, local site class Z3
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Seismic zone 3 (A0 = 0.2)

Building type 2 (importance factor I = 1.4)

Structural system behaviour factor R = 4
Ground conditions and vibration periods determine the
sequence of equations used for calculating the reduced acceleration
spectrum ordinate. The territory of Republic of Turkey is divided
into four seismic zones. Different effective ground acceleration
coefficient is assigned to each zone.15
Since the same construction model is used for TEC-07 analysis,
vibration periods of the construction are the same as the vibration
periods for EN 1998-1 analysis. For previously listed conditions,
TEC-07 provides following equations:
(2)
S (T )  2.5
where S (T) is the spectrum coefficient and
(3)
Ra (T ) = R
where Ra (T) is the seismic load reduction factor.
Equation used for calculating the reduced acceleration spectrum
ordinate SaR (T) is:

SaR (T ) =

sae (T )
Rae

(4)

where A(T) is the spectral acceleration coefficient determined by:
(5)
A(T ) = A0  I  S (T )
Seismic load
After calculating both design spectrum for elastic analysis Sd (T)
by EN 1998-1 and reduced acceleration spectrum ordinate SaR (T)
by TEC-07, significant difference is visible:
(6)
Sd (T )  3.61 m/s 2 (EN 1998-1)

Table 1 and Table 2 show support reactions obtained in both EN
1998-1 and TEC-07 analysis as a result of gravitational and seismic
load for X and Z axes. Since support reaction forces are the same for
negative and positive direction of the seismic load, only forces in
positive direction are presented. The same reaction forces for X and
Z for TEC-07 are shown on Fig. 6 and Fig 7.
Table 1: Support reactions in Y-axis direction for seismic load - X axis
(MOD_X)

Support
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

Support reaction
MOD_X+
(EN 1998-1)
FY /N
-87 890
-199 533
99 078
516 065
417 854
165 750
-87 732
-199 183
99 703
518 193
417 902
165 772

Support reaction
MOD_X+
(TEC-07)
FY /N
-23 473
-27 572
141 235
364 185
289 242
168 841
-23 400
-27 322
141 507
364 782
289 107
168 854

(7)
SaR (T ) = 1.7168 m/s 2 (TEC-07)
Seismic load is applied on the watertube boiler construction
model in Abaqus, in both positive and negative directions of X and
Z axis.

3. Results of analysis
For stability of the watertube boiler construction during the
earthquake, support reactions in Y-axis direction are relevant.
Reaction forces oriented in the negative direction of Y axis indicate
instability of the steam watertube boiler construction during the
earthquake. Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of supports of the steam
watertube boiler construction and the direction of seismic load for X
(MOD_X) and Z (MOD_Z) axis.

Fig. 6 Values of obtained reactions in boiler construction supports using
finite element analysis in Y direction for MOD_X (TEC-07)
Table 2: Support reactions in Y-axis direction for seismic load - Z axis
(MOD_Z)

Support

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

Support reaction
MOD_Z+
(EN 1998-1)
FY /N
308 451
399 423
480 905
667 830
443 718
249 644
-237 741
-141 240
-122 695
-220 264
-95 398
93 349

Support
reaction MOD_Z+
(TEC-07)
FY /N
165 013
257 273
322 819
436 360
301 543
208 738
-94 740
0
-35 739
-13 595
-44 997
-134 413

Distribution of displacements of finite element model of watertube
boiler pressure parts construction for EN 1998-1 is shown on Fig. 8
and Fig. 9.

Fig. 5 Arrangement of supports of the steam watertube boiler construction
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steam watertube boiler construction in the same support locations.
To assure comparability of analyses, the same model of the
watertube steam boiler construction is analysed and only seismic
load is changed based on TEC-07 calculation. Analysis by EN
1998-1 brought up much greater reaction forces unlike TEC-07.
With that considered, it can be assumed that EN 1998-1 is more
conservative than TEC-07 and that construction analysed by EN
1998-1 can be built in Republic of Turkey. It is necessary to
emphasize that previous conclusion has significance only for
analyses of support reactions of structures subjected to lateral
seismic loads calculated by EN 1998-1 and TEC-07. For concrete
buildings, reinforced concrete buildings, steel buildings, wooden
buildings and masonry buildings, different and more complex
analysis and comparison is needed. In this specific case the analysis
of the results concluded that the reaction forces in the boiler
supports during the occurance of the earthquake are adversely
affected and that for this kind of boiler support there is a risk of
overturning. In order to prevent the risk of overturning, it is
necessary to find a solution that will affect the reduction of
unfavorable forces in the supports or that will reduce the large
displacements occurring in the boiler walls.

Fig. 7 Values of obtained reactions in boiler construction supports using
finite element analysis in Y direction for MOD_Z (TEC-07)
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but may be the more expedient the classification on functional and
parametric refuses. The functional refuses lead to breaking of the
normal functioning. The parametric refuses are connected mainly
with change of one or more metrological characteristics- main error,

1. Introduction
In the last years an increasing attention about the approaches
for optimization of the Complex Objects (CO), oriented to robust
methods of design,
functioning of CO, as well as creation and
supporting of technological processes with assured minimal
exchange of controlled indexes is observed. For example, the
Japan’s scientist Taguchi, with its quality control system astonishes
the word with its exclusive high effectivity [1].
The procedures of the robust modes of operation used in this
system account the impact of the uncontrolled technological factors
and the exploitation environment of CO.
They are based on the use of sufficient simple methods of
design experiment (DE) and special criteria for optimization of
relationship” signal-noise” and technologies. The principal new [1]
in such a system is the so called Function of Quality Loss (FQL).

sensitivity, input and output impedance. They are arised mainly as hidden,
stabile refuses provocated by permanent changes of the parameters.

L y   k  y  y0 

2

(1)

(FQL) defines the volume of losses, the consumer curry’s (the
community) for sake the deviation of the quality index y from
the nominal

y0 in the borders of adopted limit. These losses are

expressed directly in money units after the definition of the
coefficient k .
There are knows different robust methods [1, 2, 4, 5], for
optimization of quality control systems.
Тhere are a significant number of methods for determining
optimal calibration intervals for classical measuring instruments [3,
6]. In the literature 3 criteria are known [6] - economical, technical
and mixed (combined) – (about the calibration of the measuring
instruments at the most appropriate time intervals).
The economical criterion is based on the reduction of
common economical expenses that define 2 components - expenses
from exploitation of unworkable tool and expenses from servicing
of tools. ISI, for which the common expenses are minimal, is called
optimal.

2. About inter checking intervals – some problems.
The breach of serviceability of the devices is called refusal
and it is one of the profound notion in the reliability theory. It can
be bear in mind that about the complex measurement tools, as
Intelligent Measurement Instrumentation (IMS) they are possible
other states, because not every refuse leads to inertly serviceability
breaking, but it is possible only decreasing of functioning
effectivity. The refusal arises due to parameters`change of the
devices or their` s components as result of internal physical and
chemical processes in the conditions of external impacts. The
random character of these processes stipulated a random character
of the refusal arising. There are known different classifications of
the refuses [6]. About the intelligent instrumentation it is of interest,
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The parametric refuses are of vital importance in
measurement practice because theirs availability is hidden and leads
to receiving of uncorrect information that supposes taking of
uncorrect decisions, the quality making worse or scrap in the
production, but in some plants to economical and social results. The
hidden refuses can be finded out only by checking [2, 3, 6]. The
open refuses can be finded out in the exploitation process, but it
leads to the inference, that the classical prediction mode for hidden
refuses is a check. It is evidence that while changing inter checking
intervals the percent of functioning defects of the measurement
tools can be changed. Still it is not any scientific argumented
methodology for determination of inter checking intervals. This
question can be solved by using advanced means, that will be one
of the concrete tasks or present article. Usually the state and firm
metrological services define one and the same inter checking
interval for a given class or king of measurement tools. It is worth
to remark, that in the set of measurement tools for which a common
inter checking interval is stated, can have as high stable (high
fidelity), as and low stable (low fidelity) measurement tools. A
part, the state of all of them one and the same requirements are
imposed. The determination of unargumented small interchecking
interval for high stable tools leads to redundant expenses from
checks, but the determination of unargumented large intervals for
the low stables tools leads to an increasing of the expenses,
connected with a using of no good tools.
Hence, it is evident the necessary of differentiated approach
for determination of inter checking intervals. The sense of such a
differentiated approach consists of setting of group inter checking
intervals, i.e. for groups of tools with a common stability. In such a
way it is possible to check the tools by different inte rchecking
intervals. For grouping it is necessary to organize acquisition and
storage of information about the check results for every concrete
tool. Due to the large number of tools it is not always possible even
while a computing technique is used. That is while the
determination of group inter checking intervals is expediently for
standard tools with high precision, and with high metrological
characteristics. A partial case of group ICI (inter checking
intervals) are the individual ICI, i.e. while they are defined for
every tool individually [2]. So, ISI can be broken down in common,
group and individual. Last but not least is the question for the
choice of criterion for definition of ICI – this criterion can correctly
reflects the main goal of the system for assurance of the unity of the
exploited measurement instrumentation.
In figure 1. is presented summarized block scheme for verification
on Measurement Systems.
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Where: C i are specific expenses versus unit time in any
state, but

Ki

i - th

- coefficient, pointing the part of time in the

corresponding state.
Finally, the length of ICI can be defined by the unequality:

PM    

(4)



Where PM  is the probability of metrological refusal in
the interval between the checks,  - admissible value of PM   .
The average duration of the repairing interval T- is defined by
means of the next formula [2, 6]:

T    t PP PM    t AP FM  

(5)
Fig.1. Block scheme for verification on Measurement Systems

where: FM   - is the function of distribution of the working
time versus metrological refusal;

In fig.1. - PC - Personal Computer - to control the results,
DAC – Digital-analogue Converter, ADC – Analogu-Digital
converter.

t PP. ; t AP. are

correspondly the average duration of planning

check and damage and control repair;
 -the time between 2 checks [6]:.

1
1

PM    1  FM   ;

(6)

By using the equations (5) and (6) it obtains:

HUMAN-OPERATOR SYSTEM

2

T    tPP  t AP  tPP FM  

(7)

The average working time T in the interval
P

3

0,  is:

2



(8)

TP 

2 - hearing; 3 5 - smell. Outputs: 1 - organs of speech;  2

binding;

4

- taste;

1

M

0

Fig.2. Human - operator system as a mass service system
For Fig. 2. is valid: Inputs:

 P x dx

Then:

- sight;

- movement organs.
3. Some methods for setting

test intervals for



 P x dx
M

(9)

KT 

0

  t PP  t AP  t PP FM  

After differentiation of the last equation and making the
derivatives equal to zero in a simple treatment an equation can be

measuring instruments

obtained for determination of the optimal value
3.1. Method, accounting the specific expenses and based on a
technical-exploitation criterion.

(10)

Max  K  TP ,
 T

T 




Min 


CY 




C K
i

1

KT

i



PM  
 KT 





1


t
t
f

0 
AP
PP


correspondly the times for damage and control repair and some
prevential activities:

In the quality of economical criterion, accounting KT it is
expediently to use the specific expenses for unit time for work of
tools. It can be shown, that the condition for determinations of an
economically optimal inter checking interval will have the next
king [2, 6]:
(3)

Max

Similarly the coefficients K j , are obtained, defining

Where: TP is period of work, but T period
of repair.

i

maximizing

KT . It can be also shown, that wile  0 is known:

The coefficient of technical use (Standby factor) KT , as a
criterion for optimality of the ICI is defined, as:
(2)

0 ,



 F x dx
M

(11)









K1 

0



  t PP  t AP  t

PP

F

M

 

From (3), (9), (11) it can be obtained an equation for
determination of average specific expenses:
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(12)

CY 

C P  FM x dx  CPPt PP  C APt AP  CPPt PP FM  
0

,



 P x dx
M

0

where

C P , C AP , СPP

are the expenses for a unit time in the

corresponding state of the instrumentation.
At known

0

the minimum of the average specific expenses

can be calculated by the formula:
,
(13) min C  C FM      C t
 Y
P
AP AP  C PP t PP 


P



M

  0 

where

P

expenses for planned checking -

CPP ,

From Table 1. the findings of previous studies are confirmed:
A small number of failures.

Type of measuring
instrument

Electrocardiographs
Cardiovit
Schiller

Regulated
check
intervals by
regulations
and standards
24 months

Calculated
Verification
Intervals under
Method 3.2.
96 months

5. Conclusions
Recent issues related to the calibration (verification) of
measurement systems have been examined. A summary scheme for
verification of measuring systems is presented.
A second scheme - a model of a Human - Operator System - a
mass service system is presented.
Scientifically argued mathematical methods based on
metrological refraction statistics are presented to calculate the
intervals between calibration (verification) of measurement
systems.
Calculations of recommended calibration intervals are based on
actual data for failures of measuring devices of the same type.
The conclusions show that it is advisable to use, where
appropriate, scientifically validated methodologies for determining
calibration intervals for measuring instruments.

t

P t   e T

where: T - time for reliable operation. The statistical probability of
reliable operation is defined [3,6]:
P t  

1

From Table. 2 the following conclusions shall be drawn:
Calibration intervals are recommended.

3.2. Method based on the statistics of failures o measurement
tools (in abbreviated form):
For exponential distribution of time for trouble-free operation s
valid [6]:

(15)

1

as well as the

moments of every state t PP , t AP , if calculate PM   and FM  
on the base of statistics of the metrological refuses it is quit possible
to determine the minimal specific expenses. The analysis has been
accomplished.

(14)

64
(2018 year)

Table 2. Calculated Verification Intervals under Method 3.2. .

is intensity of the refuses. Some basic

principles of methodology for analysis of the Complex Objects
(CO) and technologies both in the field of quality control and
measurement technology are discussed. It focuses on the recent
problems in the regular calibration (checking) of measurement
systems. The method concerns the optimal periods between
different measurements and show the economic effects.
From formula (13) it follows, that while knowing expenses for
tool cheek C , expenses for breaking down and control repair

C AP ,

Table 1.Number of electrocardiographs (total number and with
refuses)
Number of
Number of
Number of
Electrocardiogra metrologica
visible
phs Cardiovit
l
refusals
Schiller
refuses
62
0
1
(2016 year)

N  nt 
nt 
 1
N
N

where: N is number of measurement systems to be tested; n(t)number of measuring systems with failure for time (t). The size of
the new range of verification acceptable probability of trouble-free
operation is determined by the formula:
ln PPERM . ,
(16)
 2  1
ln PM 1
where:
PM - statistical probability of trouble-free operation;
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PPERM - permissible probability of trouble-free operation.
For information and electronic measuring instruments
permissible probability of trouble-free operation is considered 0.85
to 0.95 or more, depending on the purpose [5, 6].

4. Experimental data and calculations
Results of calculations of calibration intervals for a group of
electrocardiograms will be presented. (Last generation
electrocardiographs almost do not exhibit metrological failures,
very rarely only apparent failure associated, for example, with
interruption or damping of the connecting cables).
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CONTROLLING WETTABILITY MODES
OF THE PROBES OF THE ATOMIC-FORCE MICROSCOPE
Andriienko O.1, Medyanyk V.1, PhD. Bilokin S.1, PhD. Bondarenko Yu.1, PhD. Bondarenko M.1, Antonyuk V.2
Faculty of Electronic Technology and Robotics, Department instrumentation, mechatronics and computerized technologies – Cherkassy State
Technological University, Ukraine
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Instrument-making Faculty, Department of Instrumentation Design and Engineering – National Technical University of Ukraine “Igor
Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute”, Ukraine
Abstract: It has been established that in the study of a solid surface by atomic force microscopy, the hydrophobic interaction is more
advantageous due to a decrease in the interaction forces between the probe and the liquid adsorbed on the surface under study. Despite the
fact that silicon is a hydrophobic material, it has been shown that the material acquires hydrophilic properties in air, as a result of which the
use of carbon-modified probes has been proposed. An approach to experimental statistical modeling is proposed, based on the experiment
planning method, which shows that with a scanning speed of 12 μm / s, a scanning step of up to 82 nm and a delay time before scanning of 6
ms, the interaction force between the probe and the adsorbed liquid reaches minimum values. As a result of the research, it was found that
with a decrease in the scanning speed, a scanning step and an increase in the delay time of the probe before measurement, the interaction
between the probe and the liquid membrane is hydrophobic. It is shown that by changing the initial parameters, it is possible to control the
hydrophobic interaction between the probe and the liquid. It has been established that increased air humidity leads to hydrophilic
interaction. This is due to the increase in the thickness of the adsorbed liquid layer on the surface under study.
KEYWORDS: WETTABILITY, PROBE, ATOMIC-FORCE MICROSCOPE, HYDROPHILITY, HYDROPHOBILITY
1)

1. Introduction
The development of modern science and technology is aimed
at increasing the accuracy, reliability and durability of products.
The solution to this problem today is seen in the reduction of
components and elements to nanometric sizes. In this connection,
methods and tools for the study of such elements at the atomic level
are increasingly in demand. Among modern research methods, the
atomic-force microscopy method is most popular because of its
versatility, method accuracy, ease of use, and also because of the
possibility of studying not only microgeometric parameters, but also
physicomechanical properties.
However, among the artifacts of the method, the influence of
the environment should be noted since the study is conducted in air.
Thus, when a sample is kept under ambient conditions, a layer of
liquid is absorbed on its surface, which distorts the scan results.
This is due to the fact that in the contact mode the probe (measuring
instrument of the microscope) interacts with the adsorbed liquid and
during scanning an additional force of viscous interaction acts on
the probe. The study of this interaction is devoted to the work of
many foreign and domestic experts, including works of:
Bykov V.A.,
Bruschan B.,
Karbovs-ky V.L.,
Litvin P.N.,
Mironov V.L., Suslov A.A., Tolstikhi-na A.L., Chizhik S.A. and
others 1-5.
At the same time, it has been established [6] that the distortion
of the scan results is possible due to the low rigidity of the console
and the sensitive sensor, the probe, which are subject to significant
deformation when a meniscus is formed at the moment the probe
detaches from the liquid membrane on the sample (Fig. 1).

Considering at the same time that the magnitude of the force
of separation of the probe from the liquid membrane is several
orders of magnitude higher than the strength of van der Waals, this
may cause partial or complete disability of the measuring
instrument.
By the nature of the interaction of the probes with liquids, one
should distinguish between hydrophobic and hydrophilic probes [7].
To date, both types of probes are actively used in various methods
of AFM. For example, hydrophilic probes are used as colloidal
sensors, and the use of hydrophobic probes for obtaining
microgeometry of dielectric surfaces is more beneficial due to the
smaller number of artifacts and greater scanning accuracy [8].
However, when studying soft (viscous) objects (for example,
biopolymers, cells, biological membranes, etc.), hydrophobic
probes destroy the surfaces of the samples under study.
One of the main materials used for the manufacture of AFM
probes is silicon, which by its nature is a hydrophobic material.
However, a layer of silicon dioxide forms in the air on the surface
of silicon, which adsorbs hydrocarbon molecules and water
molecules (Fig. 2), as a result of which the surface of the probe
acquires hydrophilic properties.

Fig. 2 – The result of energy dispersive chemical analysis of the
probe surface CSC38 (Phenom ProX4, Netherlands), which
demonstrates the formation of silicon dioxide on its surface
As a result of a review of the literature [1–8], it was found that
in the study of solid samples, the effect of capillary interaction
forces between a hydrophobic probe and a liquid is less than that
between hydrophilic (table 1).

Fig. 1. Scheme explaining the mechanism of interaction of the
probe with a liquid membrane adsorbed on a solid surface
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Tabl. 1. Determination of capillary forces depending on the
nature of the interaction of the probe with the adsorbed liquid
The force of the
The force of separation
Nature of
capillary attraction
of the probe from the
interaction of the probe to the
liquid membrane
liquid membrane
Fc.sum.h.phil. =
Hydrophilic
Fc.est.h.phil. = –3πRγ
= 4πRσ cos θ
Fc.sum.h.phob. =
Hydrophobic
Fc.est.h.phob. = –2πσR
= 2πσ(R2 + 2zR)½

remains to control the wettability of probes in nanoscale studies.
The purpose of this work is to conduct experimental statistical
studies and establish the modes of wettability of atomic force
microscope probes, which leads to the management of their
hydrophobic and hydrophilic properties.

2. Experimental-statistical simulation

Given that the value of the capillary interaction forces are in
the range (5…10)·10-9 N, and the limit of mechanical destruction of
the probe is of the order 140·10-9 N [9], it can be assumed that with
such efforts the adhesive (liquid membrane) is destroyed. Herewith,
the destruction of the probe is impossible. When the hydrophilic
interaction occurs, the liquid sticks to the surface of the probe, and
two components are applied to the capillary force: internal friction
and capillary attraction that distorts the scan result. At the same
time, during the hydrophobic interaction, such components will be
negligibly small, so they can be ignored. Therefore, the actual task

To solve this problem, an experimental-statistical model of the
action of capillary forces with silicon probes modified by carbon
coating by the method of planning a multifactorial experiment was
developed, which was further confirmed by the experimental part.
To identify the possibility of controlling the hydrophobic
properties of the probe, we considered the contact mode of the AFM
at which the matrix was scanned. The following parameters were
monitored (Fig. 3):

number of measurements taken in directions X and Y
(Num points);

step length between two adjacent measurement points
along the scan line (Step, nm);

time delay before measurement at the point (Delay, μs).

Fig.3. The trajectory of the probe when scanning flat surfaces along one line indicating the main operating parameters:
А – step of vertical probe stroke during scanning, µm; h – step of horizontal probe stroke between two consecutive scanning points, nm;
V – horizontal scan speed, µm / s; τ = S/V – interaction time of the probe with the surface, μs;
S – horizontal distance traveled by probe, nm
To select the mode of diagnosing microgeometric parameters,
at which high indicators of reflection accuracy of the studied relief
are achieved, the method of determining the rational AFM operation
modes using the multivariate experiment planning method was used
10.
For the main parameter in the simulation, the force of the
capillary interaction was chosen under the condition that it should
tend to zero. Independent variables (optimization factors) were
selected: ambient humidity (Х1), horizontal scan speed (Х2), delay
Tab. 2. Experimental levels of variation
Factors of optimization
Humidity, RH, %
Horizontal scan speed, Vгор, μm / sec
Delay time before measurement, τ, ms
Step scan, h, nm

Coded value of
factors
Х1
Х2
Х3
Х4

According to the procedure described in [10], a four-factor
experiment plan was drawn up. Using n-th order statistical planning
methods, the mathematical model was obtained in the form of a

time before measurement (Х3), scan step (Х4) (tabl. 2). The
following factors were taken into account: the physical
independence of incoming and outgoing parameters, the normal
distribution of probable measurements, the stability of the
experiment to interference, and the order in which the
measurements were carried out did not disturb the planning
orthogonality.

Variable
interval
50
4
1,5
12

upper
100
17
6
102

Levels of factors
main
50
13
4,5
90

lower
0
9
3
78

non-linear regression equation of quadratic form for four
optimization factors:
Cm = b0 + Σbixi + Σbijxixj + Σbiixi2,
where х – dimensionless variable (xi = (Xi – Xi(0)) / ΔXi).
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%; 2 – 50 %; 3 – 100 %

To exclude a systematic error, the experiments were
randomized using a table of random numbers. At the main level,
four parallel experiments were carried out, on the basis of which the
dispersion of the experiment was established with two degrees of
freedom sC2 = 0,0139.
According to the experiment and the proposed optimization
method using the method of planning a multifactor experiment, the
regression coefficients were calculated (in coded scale):
b0= 2,6
b11= 0,67125
b1= 0,283
b12= 0,355
b2= 0,02
b13= 0,08
b3= - 0,615
b14= 0,025
b4= 1,0617

speed of up to 12 μm / s, a scanning step of up to 82 nm and an
increase in the delay time of up to 6 ms, the force of interaction
between the probe and the liquid adsorbed on the test surface
reaches minimum values Fcap ≤ 1.10-12 N, which reduces the
distortion of the scan results due to the action of surface capillary
forces.
To confirm this model, a set of experiments was performed.

3. Results and discussion
A method was developed for determining the wetting angle of
the atomic force microscope probes, which was performed in the
following sequence (Fig. 6):
1. Determination of the degree of hydrophobicity of silicon by
measuring the wetting angle using witness samples;

b22= -0,47125
b33= -0,41375
b23= 0,4575
b34= 0,4125
b24= -0,1275
b44= 0,24625
The tabular value of the Student's t-test with 16 experiments
and a significance level of 0.05 is 4.3. Confidence intervals when
calculating regression coefficients b0, bі, bii, bij, respectively:
0,2916; 0,1458; 0,2544; 0,2193.
The resulting model of the dependence of the force of
capillary interaction on four specific factors is:
Fcap = 2,6 + 0,283.RH – 0,615.τ + 1,0617.h +
+ 0,355.RH.V + 0,4575.V.τ + 0,4125.h.τ + 0,67125.RH2 –
– 0,47125.V2 – 0,41375.τ2 + 0,24625.h2.
As a result of the work of the obtained model were established
the dependences of capillary force Fcap from horizontal scan speed
V and time delay before measurement τ (Fig. 4) and from horizontal
scan speed V and scan step h (Fig. 5) for environmental humidity
limits.
With dependencies (Fig. 4 – 5), it can be seen that with a
decrease in ambient humidity up to 0%, a scanning

Surface scan is performed
in two-pass mode

With the help of the SE-program, the
obtained results are analyzed

Determines the thickness of the layer
of adsorbed liquid by weighing

Determine the degree of hydrophilicity
of the probe by the Stokes method
Fig. 6. The sequence for determining the hydrophobic
properties of AFM probes

2. Determination of the hydrophobicity of probes when scanning
various wetted surfaces based on the result of two-pass hydroscopic
scanning.
To compare the degree of hydrophobicity, two batches of
witness samples were used as test samples – silicon and silicon
modified by a carbon coating in accordance with the method
described in [11]. To determine the wetting angle, the following
approach was used. The samples are placed on an equal footing,
using micro-pipette, 50 μg of distilled water was applied to them.
To determine the contact angle, the drop was photographed into a
profile, after which the information was transferred to the computer
(Fig. 7).
Further, using a special software T-Flex CAD, a tangent to the
droplet surface was constructed at the point of contact with the
surface and the wetting angle was determined (θ). Wettability (B)
was defined as cos θ: the less wettability, the more hydrophobic is
the surface.

Fig. 4. Capillary force dependence Fcap on horizontal scan
speed V and time delay before measurement τ for environmental
humidity limits (RH): 1 – 0 %; 2 – 50 %; 3 – 100 %

Fig. 5. Capillary force dependence Fcap on horizontal scan speed
V and scan step h for environmental humidity limits (RH): 1 – 0
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a.

b.

c.
d.
Fig. 7. Photos (a, b) of distilled water droplets and a scheme for determining the wetting angle using програмного appli-cation T-Flex (c,
d) on hydrophobic silicon plate (a, c) and a hydrophilic plate whose surface contains silicon dioxide (b, d)
2. Two-pass scanning mode activates mode selection «Two-pass
scanning» on the panel «Main» control programs AFM.
3. Capillary force mapping is provided for the static measurement
mode, for which the «STATIC» mode is selected in the «Mode»
selector.
4. Sets the distance that the probe rises.
5. To start the scanning procedure, press the “START” button in
the “Main” panel.
6. The data set obtained after the end of measurements contains
the image of the topography (on the first pass) and the image of
contrast (on the second pass).
7. At the end of the scan, data is loaded into the «Surface
Explorer» program, the operation of subtracting the images of the
first pass and the second is performed, resulting in a map of the
distribution of viscous friction forces (F).
8. Determined by the degree of hydrophobicity of the probe,
which is wetted along its radius:
r = F / (6πηV),
where R – the radius of the probe, which is in contact with the
liquid membrane; η – water viscosity; V – scan speed.
The interaction is considered hydrophilic, in which the wetting
angle lies in the range of 0° – 90°, and hydrophobic – 91° – 180°.
9. The thickness of the layer of adsorbed water on the substrate is
determined as follows. Silicon thin plates and a 200×100×0.5 mm
coating on it are dried in a vacuum chamber of the UVN-71 unit,
after which they are weighed on a torsion balance (for example,
WAGA-TORSYJNA-WT). Then the humidity of the air gradually
increases to 100% and the mass of the plates is checked every 10%
of the humidity. The thickness of the adsorbed layer is determined

For silicon samples whose surface was protected from the
formation of silicon dioxide by modifying with a thin carbon
coating, the wetting angle was θ = 110° (wettability В = –0,34 –
hydrophobic sample), Fig. 7 – a, c. Wherein, the wetting angle of
unmodified silicon is θ = 60° (wettability В = 0,5 – hydrophilic
sample), Fig. 7 – b, d. Therefore, we used probes coated with thin
carbon coatings (coating technique described in [11]), at the same
time probes have hydrophobic properties. However, despite the
hydrophobicity of the carbon coating, when scanning hydrophobic
surfaces in some modes, the hydrophilic interaction between the
probe and the layer of liquid adsorbed on the surface under study
still occurs. This may be due to the fact that the thickness of the
adsorbed liquid is sufficiently large (more than 10 nm), which leads
to complete wetting of the probe. It was also found that when
scanning materials with different hydrophobicity, the wetting angle
is different.
To check the hydrophobic properties of the AFM probes, the
two-pass scanning mode was used. In this mode, the probe performs
two passes relative to the surface: the first scan pass is performed to
obtain an AFM-image of the topography; during the second pass,
the system increases the distance between the probe and the sample
and re-scans the same surface area, moving the probe parallel to the
relief based on AFM-data obtained during the first pass (similar to
the constant force mode). The difference between the two passes
will contain the force of viscous friction between the probe and the
surface to be studied.
For the implementation of two-pass scanning, the following
sequence of operations is observed:
1. The device turns on and the detection system is set.
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conditions: τ = 6 ms; V = 12 µm/s (other symbols – similar to
the symbols in Fig. 9).

by assuming that the adsorbed moisture layer is water and the layer
is evenly distributed:
h = m / Sρ,
where m – the difference of the plate mass at a certain humidity and
the mass of the plate after drying in a vacuum chamber; V – volume
of adsorbed liquid; S – plate area on which liquid is absorbed
evenly; ρ – density of water.
10. The wetting angle is calculated on the basis of hydrophobic or
hydrophilic interaction (Fig. 8):
tg θ = h / r = 6hπηV / F,
where θ – wetting angle; h – membrane thickness.

Fig. 11. Dependence of wettability (B) of the probe modified
with carbon coating on the delay time before measurement (τ)
under
the
following
conditions:
h
= 82
nm;
V = 12 µm/s (other symbols – similar to the symbols in Fig. 9).
As can be seen from fig. 9, with a decrease in the horizontal
scanning speed to values of 12 – 15.5 μm/s, the sign of wettability
for silicon probes changes from hydrophilic to hydrophobic for
most of the studied surfaces (the exception was a thin coating HfO2
10 nm thick on a silicon substrate). In this case, the dependences of
the change in the wettability of the probe on the scanning speed for
both the hydrophilic and hydrophobic silicon probe are nonlinear,
and the growth of the hydrophobicity of the probes with decreasing
speed is more pronounced than their hydrophilicity.
The dependence of the probe wettability on the scanning step
(Fig. 10) has a character similar to the dependence of the probe
wettability on the scanning speed. Wherein, the sign of wettability
changes from positive to negative, which corresponds to the
transition of the surface properties of the probe from hydrophilic to
hydrophobic in the range of the scanning step 82 – 94 nm.
At the same time, the dependence of the wettability of the
probe on the delay time before measurement with the surface under
investigation has the character opposite to the dependence of the
probe on the step and scanning speed. From Fig. 11 it can be seen
that the shorter the interaction time, the stronger the wetting of the
probe. At the same time, the drop in the curve for hydrophobic
probes is more pronounced than for hydrophilic ones. The range in
which the transition from hydrophilic to hydrophobic interaction
takes place for such a dependence is 3.9 – 5.5 μs.
Some of the scan results for different modes are shown in Fig.
12.

а.
b.
Fig. 8. The interaction of hydrophilic and hydrophobic probes
with a liquid membrane
In the course of the experiments, the following dependences of
the degree of wettability of the probes when scanning various
materials on the values of the operating parameters of the scan were
obtained (Fig. 9 – 11).

Fig. 9. The dependence of wettability (B) of the carbon-modified
probe on the horizontal scanning speed (V) under the following
conditions:
h = 82
nm;
τ=6
ms;
1 – silicon; 2 – optical glass; 3 – thin coating Au-995;
4 – thin coating HfO2 10 nm thick on a silicon substrate

Fig. 10. Dependence of wettability (B) of the probe modified
with carbon coating on scanning step (h) under the following
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a.

b.

c.
d.
Fig. 12. Topogram (а, c) and profilograph (b, d) of the test structure in different modes: а, b – V = 12 µm/s, τ = 6 ms, h = 82 nm; c, d –
V = 17 µm/s, τ = 3 ms, h = 102 nm
As can be seen from the above, with a decrease in the
horizontal scanning speed, an increase in the delay time before the
measurement and a decrease in the scanning step, the image is
blurred. According to the authors, this is due to the fact that with a
decrease in the time of interaction of the probe with the sample, the
process of interaction between the liquid membrane and the silicon
probe occurs more actively (the hydrophilic properties of the probe
appear).
In addition, dependencies are shown in Fig. 9 – 11, the
following conclusion can be made: the greater the wetting angle in
the surface under study, the greater the likelihood that the probe will
come into contact with the adsorbed liquid. Thus, for a qualitative
study of the surface topogram without distortion due to the action of
capillary forces, it is recommended to research materials with a
wetting angle less than that of the probe. When scanning according
to certain optimal modes, it can be argued that the binding energy
between the membrane and the surface under study is greater than
that between the probe and the membrane, so the probability that
liquid molecules will adsorb to the probe is small.
The dependence of the wettability of the probe was also
established with optimal scanning modes for different
environmental humidity (Fig. 13), which showed that when the
ambient humidity is above 60%, the interaction between the
modified silicon probe carbon coating and all the surfaces
considered is hydrophilic.

Fig. 13. Dependence of wettability (B) of the carbon-modified probe
on the air humidity (RH) with the following parameters of sample
scanning: V = 12 µm/s; h = 82 nm/s τ = 6 ms (other symbols –
similar to the symbols in Fig. 9).
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Thus, as a result of the research, it was established that with a
decrease in scanning speed, scanning step and an increase in the
delay time of the probe before measurement, the interaction
between the probe and the liquid membrane is hydrophobic. By
changing the initial parameters, it is possible to control the
hydrophobic interaction between the probe and the liquid. In
addition, it was found that increasing the humidity of the air leads to
hydrophilic interaction, which is associated with an increase in the
thickness of the adsorbed liquid layer on the surface under study.

Conclusion
It has been established that in the study of a solid surface by
atomic force microscopy, the hydrophobic interaction is more
advantageous due to a decrease in the interaction forces between the
probe and the liquid adsorbed on the surface under study
Despite the fact that silicon is a hydrophobic material, it has
been shown that the material acquires hybrophilic properties in air,
as a result of which the use of carbon-modified probes is suggested.
An approach to experimental statistical modeling, based on
the experimental planning method is proposed, which shows that
when the scanning speed is 12 μm/s, the scanning step is up to 82
nm and the delay time before scanning is 6 ms, the interaction force
between the modified probe and the adsorbed liquid reaches its
minimum values.
Developed the methods for determining the degree of
wettability of the probe, which includes the following items:
- determination of the wetting angle of modified and unmodified
silicon (which is 110º and 60º respectively);
- determination of the degree of hydrophobicity of the probe in the
study of various surfaces
- determination of the thickness of the adsorbed liquid layer on the
surface under study, depending on the humidity of the environment.
On the basis of the experiments performed, rational modes
were established for determining the microgeometry parameters of
solid surfaces, in which the capillary force of the interaction of the
probe with moisture adsorbed on the surface is the smallest, under
such
conditions:
humidity,
RH < 30%; horizontal scan speed V = 10 – 11,5 µm/s; delay time
before measurement τ = 4,5 – 6 ms; scan step h = 78 – 82 nm.
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Abstract: The article presents the methodology for the CAD/CAE/CAM end-to-end design of the impeller of a submersible centrifugal pump
for leaching of uranium. The design efforts at the CAD stage are presented, the principle of the functioning of the automated module for
designing the profile of the meridian section and the wheel blades created in the MATLAB environment is described. The algorithm for
drawing the profile of the blade is proposed. A method for constructing an optimized profile of a centrifugal pump (CP) wheel blade with
double curvature is delineated. The computational mechanical scheme for determining the stresses and strength of a designed wheel with
double curvature blades is shown. The results of the CAE strength calculation of the designed wheel in the NASTRAN program are provided.
The experience of using CAM systems and 3D printing technology to create a centrifugal impeller prototype is given in the article.
KEYWORDS: SUBMERSIBLE CENTRIFUGAL PUMP, CENTRIFUGAL WHEELS, CAD/CAE/CAM, 3D MODELING, DESIGNING,
MATLAB, STRESSED-STRAIN STATE, PROTOTYPE.
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖 ∙ cos 𝜃𝑖

1. Introduction

;

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖 ∙ sin 𝜃𝑖

(1)

Pumps are one of the key elements of underground leaching
technology, they are involved at all stages of production. That is
why in the selection of equipment its quality and durability the first
place, as far as breaks in operation are unacceptable, as well as short
time of productivity. Indeed, in the latter case, the pumps will often
have to be changed, and this is an additional financial and time cost
[1, 2]

where 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 are the coordinates of points belonging to the blade
profile, 𝑟𝑖 is the radius corresponding to the i-coordinate, 𝜃𝑖 is the
coverage angle corresponding to the i-coordinate.
The created algorithm allows us to accurately draw the geometry of
the designed blade in any CAD system. Figure 1 presents the user
interface windows of an automated module.

Submersible centrifugal pumps for leaching uranium differ from
those used on surfaces limited by the outer diameter of the stage,
which determines their features and they are considered as pumps of
a special design. Despite the very limited diametric dimensions,
they must develop a high pressure and maintain an acceptable
efficiency. [3]

One of the methods for optimizing the impeller geometry is to
create a double curvature blade. The impeller blade of double
curvature allows the stage to work with greater efficiency while
maintaining pressure compared with a cylindrical blade (Figure 2)
and the larger the feed, the more noticeable it is. The choice of
optimal speed ratios and the optimal appropriate shape of the flow
part are one of the main ways to significantly improve the
performance of a submersible centrifugal pump stage.

Today, designing the optimal geometry of centrifugal wheels as one
of the key components of pumping equipment is still a focal
problem. Today, in order to achieve success in the market, an
industrial enterprise is forced to work to shorten the production
term, reduce its cost and improve quality. In this direction, the
CAD/CAE/CAM concept of end-to-end design production
development is the most productive tool for solving these problems.

One of the methods for constructing the profile of the blade of the
impeller of the CP is the method of conformal mapping. It
represents is a graphical method of profiling and its essence lies in
the fact that the impeller blade is profiled on the reamer of the
cylinder according to the rules set forth in [4]. It is assumed that the
surfaces of flow lines in the impeller are the surfaces of revolution.
The meridian velocity along a normal line crossing a streamline at
right angles is assumed to be constant. Such a simplification of the
actual flow is called a uniform velocity meridian flow scheme,
which has no theoretical justification. [5].

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the problem
Input data for pump design
Q = 13 meter cubic per hour - feed
H = 55 meters – head
n = 2850 rpm - the number of revolutions (speed) of the electric
motor
iQ = 1 - number of flows
iH = 7 - number of stages

As far as the conformal mapping method is graphic, that is,
construction errors are assumed when transferring the profile line of
the blade to the sweeps of working drawings, we have developed a
new method for constructing 3D models in modern CAD systems.
This method allows us direct profiling of the blade on a 3D model
of the wheel, which leads to higher accuracy of construction, as it is
performed according to Cartesian coordinates, determined in
automatic mode with an error accuracy of up to hundredths.

3. Impeller design
At the CAD stage, an automated module was created to perform
hydrodynamic calculations, profiling the channel of the wheel and
the blade in the mathematical environment of MATLAB. The
algorithm for drawing the profile of the blade includes the
determination of its geometry through the Cartesian coordinates,
which are specified as a function of the circumference and radius of
the wheel, defined in cylindrical coordinates.
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a)
Figure 2. 3D model of the centrifugal pump (CP) impeller with
cylindrical blades.
The algorithm of the developed method for creating a 3D model of
the impeller:
1. A sketch of the wheel channel is created according to the data
table of the automated module
2. The rotation operation creates a shell 3D model of the flow
channel of the centrifugal pump
3. For profiling of a double curvature blade as the
computational one it was selected the sleeve line of the blade, for
which the Cartesian coordinates defined in the automated module
and the sketch is constructed according to the coordinates using the
Bezier curve.
4. Using the recommendations given in the manual [6] for
centrifugal wheels with the spatial surface of the blades at the
entrance, the following incidence angles are recommended:
on the external flow line ∆𝛽с = + 1° ÷ 3° ;
on the middle flow line ∆𝛽в = + 5° ÷ 7° ;
on the stub flow line ∆𝛽а = + 7° ÷ 10° .

b)

In some cases, when cavitation in the pump is excluded, the
following incidence angles can be allowed for flow lines due to the
high pressure at the inlet to the wheel (second-stage pumps,
subsequent stages of multi-stage pumps):
∆𝛽с = − 0° ÷ 3° ;
∆𝛽а = + 10° ÷ 15° .
5. Profile curves are created for the outer and middle flow lines
by applying the rule of constructing parabolas along the tangents at
the beginning and at the end of the curve (Figure 3). This method is
carried out by applying tangent lines to the parabola in the given
axes. The angles of inclination of the tangents to the parabola are
defined as the angles of the liquid on the external flow line:
𝛽с = 𝛽𝑏1 − ∆𝛽𝛼 + ∆𝛽с
(2)

c)
Figure 1. Interface of the automated PUMP module (MATLAB®)
with computational data:
a) interface window with values of meridian 𝑉𝑚 − velocity and 𝑏 flow channel width;
b) the position of the blade points in the Cartesian coordinate
system for drawing sleeve line in CAD;
c) the profile of the blade in a cylindrical coordinate system.
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where 𝛽𝑏1 is the angle of incidence defined in the automated
module "PUMP", ∆ 𝛽𝛼 is the angle of incidence given as data from
the PUMP module, ∆ 𝛽с is the angle of incidence according to the
recommendation.
𝛽𝛽 = 𝛽𝑏1 − ∆𝛽𝛼 + ∆𝛽𝛽
(3)
where 𝛽𝑏1 is the angle of incidence defined in the automated
module "PUMP", ∆ 𝛽𝛼 is the angle of incidence given as data from
the PUMP module, ∆ 𝛽с is the angle of incidence according to the
recommendation.
The axes of the parabola, starting from the initial point O, can be
located at an obtuse or acute angle. Should divide the specified axes
OA and OB into the equal number of equal parts and give numbers
to the division points. The division points with the same numbers
should be connected in series by straight lines. Select the envelope
tangent curve (parabola) to the resulting family of lines with the
help of the template (Figure 3).
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the action of centrifugal forces, calculation of disks, the affect of
fluid pressure on the front and back side of the rear disc [8]. The
calculation of tensile blades in determination of the stress caused by
centrifugal force.
For blades having a constant cross-sectional area, the centrifugal
force FC is found by the formula [9]:
F𝐶

=

𝑅 2 −𝑟 2

𝜌∙𝜔2∙𝐹∙

2

,

(4)
where ρ is the density of the wheel material, ω – the angular
velocity of the wheel, F – the cross-sectional area of the blade, R
and r are the outer and inner radius of the blade respectively, in
meters (Figure 5).
After calculations, the value of F𝐶 equal to 5.6 N is applied to all the
blades, as shown in the calculation diagram (Figure 5)

Figure 3. The method of tangents, construction of parabolic curves.
6. The geometry of the blade is drawn through the operation
"plane through curves"
The use of modern CAD systems allowed us to develop a less
laborious and more accurate method for constructing the geometry
of the CP wheel with spatial blades (Figure 4)
.

Figure 5. Computational scheme for static analysis of wheel stressstrain state (SSS)

5. Results and discussion
Figure 4. 3D model of the designed wheel with double curvature
blades.

To solve the problem, an eight-node TET structural element was
chosen. Then the boundary conditions were set. The axis of rotation
is aligned with the axis OZ. The inner part of the wheel was fixed
along the axes OX, OZ, that is, UX = UZ = 0. The calculation
process took into account the total impact on the impeller of
centrifugal forces arising from the rotation of the wheel and the
influence of fluid pressure obtained by calculations in the
NASTRAN/Patran complex [10]. The mechanical properties of the
impeller made of Cr40 steel were set in accordance with: elastic
modulus depending on the flow temperature; Poisson's ratio is 0.3;
steel density is 7850 kg/m3. An analysis of the stress state of the
impeller shows (Figure 6) that the maximum stresses 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 181
MPa arise on the periphery of the impeller disk in the region of the
adjoining of the blades (Figure 6). And the maximum displacements
occur in the blades 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2∙ 10−3 m.

4. Calculation of the stressed-strain state of the
designed wheel in the Nastran САЕ system
Damage to the impellers, as a rule, is detected during the check
pause of the pump unit for scheduled repairs, with the exception of
its emergency stops. Basically, the damages look like chips on the
periphery of the disk and cracks in the area where the blades adjoin
the disks. As a result of fractographic studies of cracks of a wheel
made of steel GS-45 (DIN 1681), it was found that cracks and chips
occur as a result of fatigue failure. Consequently, during operation,
the impeller experiences cyclic loads. Obviously, damage to the
impellers leads to increased vibration of the pump units and
premature failure of the bearings and mechanical seals, i.e., affect
the technical condition of the pump unit as a whole. In addition,
damage to the impeller leads to a decrease in operational
performance (flow, feed and pressure), which leads to a
deterioration and complication of the process, as well as to
associated economic costs. Due to the fact that a sudden failure of
the pump unit due to any defect can create an emergency and cause
additional repair costs, determining the operational life of the
impellers is of undoubted relevance. [7]
To calculate the stress-strain state of the impeller by the finite
element method NASTRAN complex was used.
Strength calculation of the impeller of a submersible centrifugal
borehole pump includes calculation of the blades on tension from

a)
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b)
Figure 7. Wheel samples made by welding and stamping (a) and
wheel with a crack made by moulding (b).
b)
It should be noted, that one of the important settings of the printing
process is the positioning of the model. Several printing options
were carried out when the model was installed in the positions 90°,
180°, 45°, and the most favorable position, which gives less
roughness and the optimal number of supports, is the angle of the
model position at 45°.

Figure 6. Distribution of equivalent stresses on the impeller (a) and
distribution of stresses in the area of contact of the blades to the
impeller disks (b).
Character of damages and destructions of impellers on experience
of operation of pump units shows that cracks arise on periphery of a
disk begin with area of accession of blades to disks (Figure 7). It
should be noted that this situation with the SSS of the designed
wheel is not identical with the stresses of the factory wheels, since
the factory wheels are made by stamping and welding, and the
developed wheel models the geometry of the wheel made by
casting.

Through a 3D printer (Figure 8a) the first prototypes of centrifugal
wheels were printed (Figure 8c) with cylindrical blades and with
blades of double curvature. The printing time was six hours. For
further experiments and tests, it will be necessary to finalize the
surface of the wheels by grinding and applying a hydrophobic
coating to obtain a roughness RZ 40 – 20 μm.

At the CAM stage, to ensure the possibility of rapid testing of
prototypes of the centrifugal borehole pumps working stages in
order to determine performance characteristics when optimizing the
geometry of the stages and viscosity of the pumped fluid,
simulation and prototyping software packages are used together
[11]. The geometry of the prototype is calculated on a specially
created mathematical model in the computer algebra system
MATLAB ®. The model of the working stage is created in the
SolidWorks software package. The studied stages were made on the
installation of rapid prototyping.

The main window of the FLASHPRINT program (Figure 8b),
which allows generating a compatible G-code wheel model.
To further improve the prototype of the impellers, an analysis of the
quality and parameters of the 3D printing process was conducted.
Based on the data presented in [12], it was decided to continue
making prototypes of wheels and guiding devices for hydrodynamic
tests using SLA technology (laser sterolithography), since the
possible roughness will be 0.31 mm on the RZ scale, which is as
close as possible to the surface parameters real wheels of class 9 RZ
40 – 20 μm, such a surface in the flow channels of the wheel will
give the smoothest possible flow of distilled circulation liquid.

The following printer print settings are used:
 plastic printing: acrylonitrile butadiene styrene;
 printing along the X and Y axes depends on the diameter of
the extruder nozzle - 0.4 mm;
 printing along the vertical Z axis (layer thickness) - 0.2 mm;
 print speed in mm per second - 30 mm/s;
 extruder temperature - 220° C;
 the temperature of the heating table is 60° C.
The total number of settings exceeds 100, taking into account the
initial software configuration of the printer.

a)

a)
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c)
Figure 8. 3D printer for making prototype centrifugal wheel models
(a), main window of the FLASHPRINT program, and printed pump
wheel (c).

6. Conclusions
At the CAD stage, the principal wheel with cylindrical blades was
designed. Design was carried out in an automated module "PUMP",
created by a working group of designers. A model of the centrifugal
pump wheel was created based on the calculation results.
To optimize the impeller geometry, the method of creating wheels
with a spatial shape or a double curvature shape was used. When
profiling such a shape of the blade, the well-known graphic method
of conformal mapping was not used, but an original construction
method was created, based on the capabilities of the 3D modeling
program and on the PUMP automated calculation data and the
geometric method for creating parabolic curves lying between the
tangents to the curve.
At the CAE stage, computer strength calculations of the optimized
impeller were carried out, a design scheme was compiled with
determination of the magnitude and frequency of the disturbing
forces, a computer analysis of the amplitude-frequency response of
the rotor-rigid support system, a computer analysis of the rotor
durability was conducted.
The strength calculations of the wheel indicate a sufficient safety
factor for the designed wheel with spatial blades σmax is 181 MPa,
the allowable stress for steel 40Cr [σ−] is 680 MPa and the safety
factor is 3.8.
At the CAM stage, the first wheel prototypes were printed using
FDM technology, during the multivariate process, the optimal
parameters of the 3D printing process were selected. At this stage,
recommendations were developed for the manufacture of prototypes
of impellers, so SLA technology (laser sterolithography) was
proposed as the optimal technology for the quality of the printed
surface.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF SOME TRIBOLOGICAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIAL PLAIN BEARING
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Abstract: In the current paper is presented experimental determination of the hydrodynamic pressure in a radial journal bearing using a
specially designed stand. The latter is used also for determining the friction moment of the bearing. The results obtained show that the
influence of the shaft angular speed and the static load on the pressure values present tendencies identical to those published by other
authors. The same can be claim also for the studied effect of the shaft speed on the values of friction moment.
Keywords: JOURNAL BEARING, HYDRODYNAMIC PRESSURE, FRICTION MOMENT, TEST RIG

wedge, no contact between work surfaces (shaft and bush of the
bearing).

1. Introduction
Hydrodynamic journal bearings are preferred for rotating shafts
and axles in many applications at various speeds and loads due to
their simplicity of construction, reliability, efficiency and relatively
low cost. Typical examples are their use as components of internal
combustion engines, reciprocating compressors, rolling mills, steam
turbines, precision metal cutting machines, machines operating in
adverse temperature conditions, as well as in contaminated and
aggressive environments, etc. In order to increase the reliability and
durability of the bearing, it is necessary to achieve minimal friction
losses and a corresponding reduction in the heat generated during its
operation. This implies compliance with the operational mode and
operating parameters, suitable materials for contact surfaces,
suitable oil, etc.

The three friction modes are shown schematically in Figure 1.

а) boundary lubrication

b) mixed lubrication

c) HD lubrication

Fig. 1 Changing the shaft position with increasing speed, [4]

Important characteristics of the journal bearing are
hydrodynamic (HD) pressure in the lubricant film and the friction
moment, so for their study it is designed and built test rig [1].
Mineral fluid AN 46 is used as a working fluid in experiments. This
is a general-purpose industrial oil [2] suitable for lubricating lightly
loaded units in machines and installations with flow and circulation
systems.

The modes described above are generally illustrated with the
Stribeck diagram shown in Fig. 2.
The diagram represents the relationship between the friction
coefficient of the bearing and respectively the dynamic viscosity of
the lubricant, the angular velocity of the shaft and the mean pressure
in the bearing.

The aim of the current study is to experimentally determine the
hydrodynamic pressure at different speeds and different loads in a
radial plain bearing using a specially designed test rig. In addition,
the purpose is to determine the moment of friction when operating
parameters are changed.

2. Lubrication Modes
Journal bearings are most often operated under hydrodynamic
lubrication conditions, such as the lubricating fluid being mineral or
synthetic oil. As it is known, the necessary conditions for the
generation of HD pressure in the fluid film are the presence of
wedge space and lubricating fluid in the bearing clearance, as well
as the supercritical velocity of relative sliding between the contact
surfaces therein [3].
Depending on the shaft speed, the shaft occupies a different
position in the bearing, whereby different friction modes (in it) are
observed (Figs. 1a, 1b and 1c):
a) boundary lubrication mode - ω = 0 (rest) - ruptured oil
layer;
b) mixed lubrication friction mode - ω < ωop , rotor drive and
angular velocity sufficient to balance the external pressure - start of
oil wedge formation; the journal rises and displaces laterally, but
the lubricant film is insufficient;
c) HD lubrication mode - ω = ωop - the operating position at
which the prescribed operating speed is reached; fully developed oil
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Fig. 2 Lubrication modes, [5]

The pressure distribution on radial and axial directions at
hydrodynamic lubrication mode is presented in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3.a is
given an uncoated bearing (classic case), whereas in Fig. 3.b is
shown a case of a polymer coated bearing with layer applied to the
inner side of the bushing.
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a)

One of them (3), with holes on the outer and inner surfaces of
the shell, used for gravitational feeding of the oil through of a
flexible silicone tube. The second radial channel (4), by means of an
additional axial channel (shown in Fig. 5.b), connects the bearing
clearance and the oil layer therein to the pressure sensor (5) which
is mounted on the front surface of the shell. The pressure in the oil
layer is measured along the circular coordinate in different angular
positions by rotating the sleeve in each of them. The rotation of the
shell is done manually and must ensure that it is in such a position
in which the oil channel (3) is always in its upper half, while the
pressure channel (4) remains always in the lower one. The
corresponding rotation angle is indicated on the scale (12) in
degrees.

b)

Fig. 3 Pressure distribution in the HD journal bearing - a) uncoated
bearing, [6]; b) coated bearing

The design of the test rig allows the pressure to be measured
also along the bearing. For this purpose, the sleeve is made of
longer length than the shaft. This allows it to be displaced in an
axial direction (Fig. 5.b), whereby the channel (4) with the pressure
sensor is also displaced. This is also done manually and its position
is determined by a caliper.

whereas in Fig. 3.b is shown a case of a polymer coated bearing
with layer applied to the inner side of the bushing.

3. Description of the Stand and the Experiment
The test rig on which the experimental study was conducted
(carried out) is shown in Fig. 4. - FIG. 4.a shows a general view of
the stand made, and Fig. 4.b presented set of journal bushings with
coating.

The static load in the bearing is created using a load system
consisting of a load lever (6), a arm (9) and a load (7). The force
arising from the load on the outer periphery of the bushing is
measured by a force sensor (10) connected to the lever arm (9)
using a spoke (8).

The main components of the stand include: bearing, load
system, adjustable speed motor and control unit.

To prevent the shell from rolling into the contact area, a locking
mechanism (15) is installed (Fig. 5.b), consisting of a metal strip,
the ends of which are connected to the spring.
A particular advantage of the test rig is its design with the
possibility of changing bearing bushes ability to replace the support
bushings. This makes it possible to study antifriction coatings with
different physico-mechanical characteristics, particularly, the effect
of the elastic deformations of the coating on the distribution of HD
pressure in the bearing.
The stand allows experiments to be performed at different rpms,
which is achieved by an adjustable DC motor (13) and an electronic
control unit (14). The revolutions are read by a light pulse counter
and its values are displayed in digital form.

b)
a)
Fig. 4 Experimental stand of plain journal bearing - a) general view;
b) replaceable bushings

On the other hand, the test rig allows the eccentricity to be read
out by means of two clock micrometers (11) positioned at an angle
of 90°, giving deviations of the left and right micrometer
respectively from their starting position.

Simplified scheme of the experimental stand (general view) is
shown in Fig. 5.a. The shaft of the bearing (1) is mounted fixedly
(keyway) to the shaft of the electric motor (13) (Fig. 5.b). A metal
sleeve (2) is mounted on the bearing shaft in which two opposite
radial channels (3) and (4) are made.

The maximum displacement is:

∆=

(1)
∆ x2 + ∆ y 2 ,
where ∆x and ∆y are the deviations from their readings in the
starting position of the left and right micrometer respectively.
The angular position of this displacement is observed on the
scale (12):

β arc tg ∆x ∆y + 45o ,
=

a) general view

b) longitudinal section with
the bushing

Fig. 5. Experimental stand
1- test bearing shaft; 2- journal bushing – metal or with inner polymer
cover; 3 - oil supply channel; 4 – channel to the pressure sensor; 5 - pressure
sensor; 6 - load lever; 7 – load (weight); 8 - spoke; 9 – lever arm, contacting
with the sleeve at one end and mounted (with rolling joint) at the other; 10 force sensor; 11 - two clock micrometers; 12 - scale for angular deviation; 13 adjustable DC motor; 14 - control unit; 15 - locking mechanism of metal strip
and spring
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(2)

It is also possible to measure the friction torque moment at
different speeds and static loads, taking into account the readings of
the force sensor (10).
The advantages of the test rig include: significantly simplified
construction compared to other stands [7, 8]; replaceable bearing
bushes (with different physico-mechanical characteristics of the
coatings on their inner surface); the ability to measure the pressure
in the axial direction along the length of the bearing.
Some design parameters of the stand: - diameter of the journal
bearing - 4.10-2 m; bearing axial length - 4.10-2 m; radial clearance
( c = R – r ) - 6.10-5 m; clearance ratio ( β = c/r ) - 15.10-4 m, shaft
speed (smooth adjustment) - 0 – 3 000 rpm, load - 0 – 500 N.
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The fluid film thickness for bearings with rigid contact surfaces
(without coatings on bushing and/or shaft) is representing by the
equation:

The methodology for conducting experiments implies the
following sequence: -before each measurement the system is filled
with a lubricating fluid (oil AN46 is fed by gravity in the unladen
zone of the bearing; it is assumed that the temperature does not
change during the experiment); - the external load is set by hanging
a weight to the lever system (due to the ratio of arms of the lever
follow that a weight of 1 kg will correspond to 20 N load); - the
position of the bushing is set for the measurement of the HD
pressure in desired direction; - the engine is turned on and the
desired speed is selected; wait for transitional start mode to pass
(few minutes) ; - the pressure values are taken from the pressure
gauge readings for each measurement and recorded.

h = c + e cosθ ,

(4)

where c – radial bearing clearance, m; e – bearing eccentricity, m;
θ - angular coordinate, measured from the centre line.
If there is a coating on one of the bearing surfaces and the
elastic deformations of this coating are taken into consideration (the
other components of the bearing and the shaft are considered as
rigid) the film thickness geometry is given by the equation [9, 10,
11, etc]:

The oil pressure values at a given load and speed are measured
separately for the two main directions as the position of the bushing
changes accordingly (Fig. 5.a and 5.b):

h=
(c + e cosθ ) + δ ,

(5)

where δ - elastic deformation of the bush coating, m.

- for angular coordinate - the bushing (respectively the channel
to the pressure sensor) rotates through a certain step (e.g. 5o or 10o)
and is fixed in the new position. / The rig allows measuring the HD
pressure in the lower half of the bearing shell - from 0o to 180o
relative to the horizontal on the scale of the test rig, which
corresponds of 90o to 270o on the entered angular coordinate /.
-for axial coordinate (bearing length): - first the bushing be
fixed in the angular position in which the maximum value of the
HD pressure is recorded in the tangential direction, after that it
moves along the bearing length and is fixed through a certain step
(e.g. 5 mm) (test rig allows displacement from the midline to the
ends of the bushing).

It is known that it is possible to calculate coating distortions
by different formulas in accordance with different hypothesizes
presented in the scientific literature.
One very popular of them is based on the Vlassov’s model
[12], which can be transformed for the case of thin layer [13] in a
following form:
2
6ηω r 2 (1 − 2 µ ) (1 − µ ) d
δ=
p,
2
c3
E (1 − µ )

(6)

The other methods are given by Higginson [14]
The design of the stand allows for easy replacement of its
bearing bushing with one of a set (when studing the effect of the
6ηω r 2 
2µ 2  d
deformation of the coating on the HD pressure values). The change =
(7)
δ
1
−

 p,
c3  1 − µ  E
of bushing is done by releasing a stopping mechanism, consisting of
a strip and spring and pulling the bushing from the shaft. The
and by Kodnir (Winkler-Zimmerman hypothesis) [15, 16, 17 ]
selected bushing is placed in its place, moves along the shaft until
the top surface is matched (Fig. 5.b) and closes the stopping
2
mechanism.
6ηω r 2 2 1 − µ d
(8)
p,
δ=
E
π
c3
For the determination of the frictional moment: The desired
rpms and static load are set. Start the engine and the readings of the
The elastic part of the problem is very important because the
force sensor (10) are measured for the values of the tangential force.
correct calculation of the film thickness influenced on the
Taking into account the parameters of the lever arm (9) and the
determination of values of the hydrodynamic pressure in the fluid
diameter of the bearing bushing (2) for the calculation of the
film and load capacity of the bearing as whole.
friction moment, it is considered that for each 1 kg indication from
the device match 0.2 Nm. Before every next measurement, the
5. Results and Discussion
device is reset.
In Fig. 5. are presented experimental results of the HD pressure
In order to ensure greater accuracy of the experiments, two
distribution in tangential direction at constant load 100N and
parallel measurements are carried out for each set of experiments
different rpms – 700 rpm, 1000 rpm and 1500 rpm.
(with rpm variation at constant load and with load variation at

(

)

constant rpms) (varying the rpm at constant load and varying the
load at constant rpm) and for each of the two main directions -the
anguular coordinate and the length of the bearing. However, no
sensitive deviations were found on the maximum pressure values in
the bearing.

4. Mathematical Model
Hydrodynamic pressure distribution equation for the steady
state case [9, 10, 11, etc.] is given by:
:

∂
∂x

 h3 ∂p  ∂  h3 ∂p 
∂h
,
6ω r

+

=
η
η
∂
x
∂
z
∂
z
∂x





(3)

where p - hydrodynamic pressure, Pa; h - fluid film thickness, m;
r - radius of the journal, m; x, z - Cartesian coordinates; η -

Fig. 6 HD pressure distribution of on the angular coordinate
rpm

dynamic viscosity of the lubricant, Pa.s; ω - shaft angular velocity,
s-1.
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The maximal value of the pressure is reported at approximately

θ = 185о. From the measured results an increase in values of the

maximal pressure is observed, when the rpms of the shaft are
increased. Similar trends have been identified by other researchers
[18, 19, etc.]. The profile of the HD pressure on the angular
coordinate, obtained in the present work, has its typical form, and
the slight deviations may be explained by some inaccuracies during
the experiment.
Table 1 presents the results of the values of the HD pressure,
measured in the same direction at a constant load of 100 N and at
different rpms of 700 rpm, 200 rpm and 2500 rpm. The analysis of
the results shows keeping of the above-mentioned trends of
influence over the maximum HD pressure - higher values at higher
revolutions with maxima localized at θ = 185o.
Fig. 8 HD pressure distribution along the bearing

Table 1: HD pressure values at different revolutions (rpms)
n, rpm
700
2000
2500

θ , deg
120
0
0
0

160
38
39
41

180
54
66
68

185
56
71
73

190
52
70
72

200
41
58
61

260
0
0
0

Fig. 9 shows some results of the friction torque measured values
at a constant load of 160 N and a range of speed values from 700 to
2000 rpm.

The effect of varying the external load (100 N, 135 N, 160 N) at
constant revolutions of the shaft (700 rpm) is presented in Fig. 7. As
it was expected, the obtained results show that the values of HD
pressure increase with increasing of load. The authors of [18, 19,
etc.] make the same conclusions. The pressure peak for all three
considered cases for different load is again considered θ = 185o.

Fig. 9 Friction torque

From the results can be observed a significant increase in the
values of the friction torque with an increase of the shaft speed. The
increase in the values of this parameter is more obvious at low
speeds and, less obvious at high speeds. A similar trend of change
in the friction torque with a change in speed can be found in [22,
etc.].
Fig. 7 HD pressure distribution on the angular coordinate at different loads

6. Conclusion

Fig. 8 shows HD pressure distribution in an axial direction at
input parameters - 100 N load and 700 rpm. The resulting profile is
identical in form to all known theoretical formulations also with
published results by other authors [20, 21]. In relation with the
aforementioned, it can be expected that these trends will be
preserved in subsequent measurements with the present stand, but
with other input parameters.
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In the present work, an experimental study of the HD pressure
in a journal bearing was carried out in case of varying of load and
speed, using a specially designed test rig for this purpose. The
results presented refer to the HD pressure distribution on the
angular coordinate and the length of the bearing. In addition, the
results are presented regarding the determination of the bearing
torque at constant load and at various speeds. As noted above, the
resulting trends of influencing the hydrodynamic pressure values
from the change of shaft speed and the load change are identical to
those obtained by other authors.
The ability of the stand to investigate the influence of the
bushing deformability on the HD pressure values has been used and
numerous experiments have been carried out, but they are the
subject of another publication.
Furthermore, it is planned a test rig improvement by
introducing of additional sensors with outputs to connect to
computer. If sensors for angular and axial position of the shell will
be introduced, the hydrodynamic pressure profiles should be drawn
automatically.
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21. Javorova J., One Solution to the Non-Stationary Problem of
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DETERMINING THE SURFACE QUALITY OBTAINED AFTER THERMAL CUTTING
Aneliya M. Stoyanova1 and Mariya Iv. Konsulova-Bakalova1
Technical University of Varna, Department of Manufacturing Technologies and Machine Tools, Varna, Bulgaria1
Abstract. The measurement of deviations from planeness, rectilinearity and parallelism of plane surfaces is a set of measuring tools
(instruments, devices, high performance measuring means, etc.) and the conditions under which the measurements are made (temperature
mode, way of basing during the measurment, stability or non-stability of the measured quantity in the measurement process, etc.), which
implies that the method of measurement is a complex concept, i.e. a set of signs and conditions that accompany the measurement process.
The present work determines the surface quality obtained after air plasma cutting of 41Cr4 steel by standard methodologies for measuring
its parameters. For this purpose, a methodology is used to measure the shape and configuration as well as a methodology for measuring the
profile of the surface.
The outlook of the plasma cutting equipment is shown in Fig.
1, consisting of the following basic systems [6,7]:
•
plasma cutting current source, type - REDCO, PLASMA 60/2;
•
compressor for plasma generating gas (air), type – ABAC 50
Hp2,5;
•
machine plasmatron, type – AUTOCUT P S75;
•
NC Cutting Machine, Type - Portable NC Cutting Machine
(Steel Cut L);
•
ventilation system, type - Vetraflex.
The cutting of steel grade 41Cr4 takes place in the following
modes:
•
maximum current power (Duty Cycle=60%) - 60А;
•
maximum cutting thickness - 12 mm;
•
compressed air consumption - 8÷10 dm3/min;
•
air pressure in the plasmatron - (3,5÷ 5,5)*105 MPa;
•
plasma arc ignition mode - oscillator;
•
cutting speed - 2÷3 m/min;
•
voltage - 100÷110V;
•
nozzle diameter - 1.4mm;
•
width of the cut – 1,8÷2,0 mm.
Figure 2 shows a photo of sample after air plasma cutting
which shows the shape of the relief.

1 Introduction
Post-processing surfaces of workpieces are not perfectly smooth.
They contain convexities and concavities of a certain height and
shape situated in a certain order or randomly at a relatively small
step, known as roughness.
Roughness is caused by various factors related to the type of
surface treatment, the shape of the plasma jet, the modes of
operation, the type and microstructure of the material under
treatment, etc.
Roughnes of the surface of workpieces has a strong influence
on their functional purpose. Studies have been conducted to
determine the effect of air plasma cutting on different materials on
the shape and size of the roughness, i.e. on the exploitation
properties of the workpieces and to establish optimal criteria for
assessing the roughness of the surfaces. For this reason, standards
have been developed and validated, which regulate the roughness
evaluation parameters, their numerical values and the marking of
roughness requirements. In accordance with the introduced
standards, methods and means have been developed for controlling
the roughness of the surfaces [1,2,3].

2 Air-plasma cutting of medium carbon alloy steels
The main task of this study is to determine the surface quality
obtained after thermal cutting of steel 41Cr4 (BDS EN10083-3);
40X (GOST 4543-71). Determination of the possibilities for
immediate arc welding of the cut edges without removal of a layer
of metal [4].
Tables 1 and 2 show respectively the chemical composition
and mechanical properties of the studied steel [5], [8].
Table 1. Chemical composition of alloyed machine-tool steel,%
Steel
grade
41Cr4

Steel
grade
41Cr4

C

Si

Mn

Cr

Ni Cu

S

P

0,36÷ 0,17÷ 0,50÷ 0,80÷
<0,3 <0,3 <0,025 <0,025
0,44
0,37 0,80 1,10
Table 2. Mechanical characteristics of steel, %
Temperature, оС
tempering relieving
860(oil)

500

RА Rm A5
[MPa]
785 980

Ψ

[%]
10

45

Fig. 2 Relief of the cut walls.

3. Surface geometric parameters study by
experimental methods and means of measurement.

KCU
[MJ/m2]

The accuracy of the shape of the real plane surface is best
characterized by the complex indicator called deviation of
planeness, and the accuracy of the shape of the surface profile - by
the indicator called deviation of the rectilinearity [8,9,12].
The accuracy of the studied thermal cut samples and the quality
of the surfaces are determined after removal of the slag and the
growths obtained after the air plasma cutting [10,11].
Measurements of the experimental samples are carried out on a
check plate with a MITUTOYO electronic measuring clock firmly
fixed on a stand. The clock shown in Figure 3 reads the deviation
in the shape and position.
Measurements are made on the thermal cut samples by
measuring 10 points at equal distances, the results of the deviation
from the profile are shown in Table 3.

0,59

Fig.1 Outlook of plasma cutting equipment for metals
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from rectilinearity is performed with respect to the mean line
determined by the function of the least squares method against
which is constructed the enveloping straight line (ESL). It is a
geometric straight line, tangent to the actual profile (AP) outside
the workpiece material and it is positioned is such a way that the
largest distance between the ESL and the AP has the smallest of
the possible values.
From the graphical relationships in Fig. 4 we can read the
deviation from planeness, rectilinearity and parallelism of the
surface for the 2 different experimental samples shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Results of the deviation in the shape and configuration
Sample of
Deviation
Deviation
Deviation
41Cr4
from
from
from
rectilinearity,
parallelism,
planeness,
μm
μm
μm
Probe 1
5,29
6,32
4,68
Probe 2
5,13
6,88
4,87
The readings indicate that the largest deviation from the profile
is obtained in sample 1 because after the plasma cutting the surface
at the end of the sample has some distortion resulting from the
leakage of the molten metal. The profile obtained has a conical
shape. In the cross-section, the surface has a convex shape, as there
is a slight bevel of the edges of the sample due to the high
temperature.

Fig.3. Experimental installation for reading the deviations in the
shape
On the basis of the measured deviations from the profile, a
graphical representation is made of the surfaces of the two samples
Figure 4.

50
40

Di.10-3
[mm]

Simple 1

4. Study of the parameters characterizing the
roughness after plasma cutting.

30

In the world practice, two roughness assessment systems are
available - the system of the mean line of the profile (system M)
and the system of the enveloping line of the profile (system E)
[8,9,13].
By filtering the primary profile, the mean line that depicts the
corrugation is calculated. The deviation of the actual surface from
the center line corresponds to the roughness.
In accordance with the standard, for this type of heat treatment
and sample thickness, a roughness of Ra = 0,5-0,8 mm is
prescriped. For this roughness, we choose a base length of the
surface equal to 8mm.
The initial experimental samples were measured with the
installation shown in Figure 5 in two adjacent cross-sections after
air plasma cutting to as to cover the entire area under study.

20
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0
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0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5 5
L, [mm]

3,5

4

4,5 5
L, [mm]

-20
-30
a)

20
15

Simple 2

Di.10-3
[mm]

10
5
0
-5

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

-10
-15
-20
b)
Fig.4. Graphical representation of the surface: a) Probe 1; b)
Probe2.
Table 3. Deviation from the profile of plane surfaces
Length of measurement L, mm
Di.10-3
Samples
mm 0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0 3,5 4,0 4,5 5,0

Fig. 5. Installation for measuring the roughness Mitutoyo Surftest
SJ301
The profilegrams obtained are a set of roughnesses that shape
the surface relief obtained before and after the air plasma cutting
and are evaluated in an area that does not contain shape and
corrugation deviations.
The drawback of the contact profilemeter is that the parameters
can only be calculated for a part of the surface, i.e. they are
calculated from a two-dimensional cross-section of the profile,
although the surface is three-dimensional. This part of the surface

Sample Probe 1 0 12 18 -18 32 16 -15 29 33 38
of 41Cr4 Probe 2 0 2 -14 -5 0 2 10 15 12 16
The graphs show the real profile of the surface that separates
the body from the environment. The estimation of the deviation
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depends on the distance between the traces of treatment nd the size
of roughness [13].
The obtained parameters measured with the Mitutoyo Surftest
SJ 301 contact profilemeter [13] are presented in Table 5, and the
profilegram of the surface, in Fig. 7, for the initial and the
thermally cut samples.
From the sample in Figure 2 it can be seen that the roughness
of the relief is different in height of the cut-off parent metal. The
height is the smallest at the top of the cut walls and becomes
maximum at the bottom. Figure 6 (a) and (b) shows the effect of
roughness alteration through macro-structural analysis.

From the analysis of the roughness of the surfaces, it can be
seen that in the plasma cutting of the 41Cr4 steel the roughness is
not high.
Further research should continue in the direction of:
optimizing cutting parameters to reduce surface roughness and
shorten the final surface treatment technology.

5 Conclusion
1.
Air-plasma cutting was carried out of alloyed machinebuilding steel 41Cr4 with thickness 12mm;
2.
The parameters of the plasma cutting mode of steel 41Cr4
were determined;
3.
By using a methodoly for determination of the shape and
configuration deviation were determined the deviations in the cut
edge after air-plasma cutting of the 41Cr4 steel;
4.
By using a methodoly for determination of the roughness
parameters after air-plasma cutting were determined the standard
parameters of roughness before and after the cutting in the area of
the cut.

a)
b)
Fig. 6. Macrosection with an increase of 63 times: a) roughness at
the top of the cut walls;b) roughness at the bottom of the cut walls.
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Fig. 7. Profilegram of the surface: (a) initial sample; (b) thermally cut sample 1; c) thermally cut sample 2.
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PERMEABILITY OF POROUS GRAPHENE COMPOSITE MEMBRANE
Prof. Dr. Bubenchikov A.1, Assoc. Prof. PhD Bubenchikov M.1, PhD Stud. Chelnokova A.1
Faculty of Mechanics and Mathematics – Tomsk State University, Russian Federation 1
bubenchikov_am@mail.ru, michael121@mail.ru, smolina-nyuta@mail.ru
Abstract: The present paper focuses on analysing selective properties of a membrane made of graphene sheets in terms of separation of
methane-helium mixtures. The regular allocation of pores allows considering a representative fragment of space near the investigated
membrane. Sampling of molecules with respect to velocity values is performed on the basis of the Maxwell distribution which is valid at a
distance from the membrane. The frequency of molecular strikes against the surface of the membrane is determined by the gas state
parameters and the size of the representative fragment. The particles are started from the input face of the representative fragment with a
frequency which is characteristic for methane molecules and their accumulation inside and near the membrane is investigated. The mobile
particles which are present in the carbon structure increase the potential barrier of graphene sheets. This new barrier is used in the wave
model of helium atoms passing through porous graphene sheets.
Keywords: MOLECULAR DYNAMICS; METHANE-HELIUM MIXTURES; POROUS GRAPHENES; COMPOSITE MEMBRANES,
SORPTION MOLECULES, POTENTIAL BARRIERS, WAVE MASS TRANSFER MECHANISM; PERMEABILITY; SELECTIVITY.

constructed. This distribution must necessarily be finite.
Consequently, the energy of the barrier is determined on the basis of
integrable versions of interaction potentials. After that, a test
molecule is selected and the minimum velocity of passing the
barrier by this molecule is found. All particles having a velocity
above the minimum velocity limit also pass this barrier. Therefore,
the integral of the Maxwell distribution within the range from the
limiting velocity value to infinity determines the percentage of
passing molecules of the considered category. It is always possible
to achieve consistency of the results obtained by this method with
calculation data corresponding to the flow model.

1. Introduction
Membranes with pores of nanometre scales are used in
technology and biomedical research. Functionally analysed
graphene membranes aimed for separation of binary gas mixtures
[1−6] have great prospects from the standpoint of industrial
application. The mechanism of gas penetration through porous
ultra-fine membranes is of a great interest in relation to separation
of gas mixtures, in particular, for solving such tasks as obtaining
helium from natural gas. At normal pressures, the lengths of free
paths of molecules in most gases are significantly greater than the
diameter of selective pores. Therefore, while describing movements
of molecular components in the vicinity of ultra-thin membranes, it
is acceptable to use the model of the Knudsen particle stream.
However, a lot of membranes are capable of adsorbing filtered
gases, and in this case, interactions of free molecules are inevitable.
At a distance from the membrane the flow of molecules is supposed
to be Maxwellian. This means that most molecules never reach the
membrane at all. Such molecules are considered to be “odd” in
terms of theoretical determination of membrane permeability and
selectivity. In addition, the considered membranes themselves are
characterized by strong dispersion generating a large number of
"odd" molecules.

3. The mathematical model of helium atoms
movement
We use a porous graphene with a pore diameter of the order of
one nanometre as a molecular sieve, in the case when methane
molecules hit it, and as a sieve for quantum sieving, in the case of
helium atoms. The de Broglie wavelength for helium atoms at
temperatures of the order of 300 К is a value which exceeds the
diameter of the atom. This gives grounds for using the wave theory
when describing the process of these particles passing through ultrathin membranes composed of graphene layers. Considering the
particle dynamics model, it is convenient to find the number of
methane molecules “lingering” in front of the graphene sheets.
Then, it is possible to “freeze” their state by including the
interaction energy from these molecules into the average interaction
energy from the graphene sheet and solve the problem of wave
passage through the barrier of a given shape.

When studying selectivity of membranes, the method of
directed concentrated molecular flows proves to be effective. Such
flows are directed straight towards the free surface of a pore. If
defects in a graphene sheet are created regularly, it becomes
possible to select a periodic element of space in the form of a tunnel
with specularly reflecting lateral surfaces. The reflections of
molecules from the side surfaces of the tunnel imitate side
transitions in the layer adjacent to the membrane. Such tunnels
allow studying scattering and transmission, including obliquely
directed flows of molecules.

To determine the number of helium atoms which pass
through the barrier constructed in this way we will proceed from the
stationary Schrödinger equation:

In the present work particle dynamics in membrane tunnels is
studied on the basis of the model of atom-molecular interactions. In
addition, the authors conduct an assessment of composite
nanoporous carbon membranes with respect to separation of
methane-helium mixtures.

2. The mathematical model of methane molecules
movement

(1)

d 2  2m

( E  U ( x))  0 .
dx 2


Here Ψ is the wave function; E is the kinetic energy of the
helium atom; U(x) is the barrier energy distribution; m is the mass
of the helium atom;   D m ; D is the diameter of the carbon
atom; ε is the depth of the potential well in the pair interaction
between the helium atom and the carbon atom.
Let us rewrite equation (1) in a form which is convenient for
further transformations:

A mathematical model for a set of moving particles, including
oscillating atoms of the carbon structure, does not allow for a
reliable estimate of the permeability value for an individual
component of a gas mixture. Therefore, within the scopes of the
present work, the barrier theory of molecules passing through a
porous layer is applied to achieve this goal. According to this
theory, a 1D-distribution of the interaction energy produced by the
membrane with respect to a moving molecule or atom is

(2)
where K 2 
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d 2
 ( K 2  V ( x))  0 ,
dx 2
2m
2m
E , V ( x)  2 U ( x) .
2
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а)

At a distance from the membrane (about 10 nm and more), both
to the right and to the left of it, V(x) = 0, therefore, in these zones
equation (2) takes the form:

d 2
 K 2  0 .
dx 2

(3)

Particular solutions of the last equation are exponents with
imaginary indices: e iKx , e iKx . The first exponent determines the
wave incident on the membrane; the second determines the
reflected wave. A linear combination of these functions also
satisfies equation (3). Then, taking into account that the reflected
wave is summed with the incident wave, while behind the
membrane there is only the transmitted wave (as a certain fraction
of the incident wave), we will write the following as the
mathematical boundary conditions for the function Ψ(x):
(4)

Fig. 1. Trajectories of methane molecules launched from positions close to
pore centre

Molecules started from different positions of the entrance
section of a tunnel containing only one pore behave differently. All
particles pass through the centre of the pore through a relatively
small permeability window. They are included in sorption
movements, i.e. they “linger” between or near the plates for some
time. The sorption capture time can be estimated from calculations.
Selectivity determined for a single-layer system by the method of
directed concentrated flows appears to be equal to four units. In a
two-layer system, by changing the distance between the plates, a
significantly higher selectivity can be achieved.

( x)  eiKx  be iKx , ( x)  aeiKx .

The first function is an asymptotic boundary condition to the
left of the barrier; the second - to the right. The constants a, b in
relations (4) have the meaning of the transmission and reflection
coefficients in terms of the energy profile distributed along the xaxis.
The stationary Schrödinger equation (2) has a second order with
respect to the spatial coordinate and contains the non-zero barrier
energy. It has two fundamental solutions Ψ1(x) and Ψ2(x) which can
be obtained as a result of solving two successive Cauchy problems
with the following initial conditions:
(5)

б)

1 (0)  0,

d1 ( x)
dx

 1; 2 (0)  1,
x 0

d2 ( x)
dx

Figure 2 shows distribution of the coefficient correlating to
helium particles passing through a two-layer carbon-carbon
membrane. The horizontal axis represents the number of steps in
terms of the depth of the computational domain.

0.
x 0

Then the solution for the problem of a wave passing through a
barrier of a given shape can be written as a superposition of
fundamental solutions:
(6)

( x)  C11 ( x)  C2 2 ( x) .

Here C1 and C2 are the integration constants. These constants,
as well as the transmission and reflection coefficients a and b, are
found from the “matching” conditions of the constructed solution
given in (6) with asymptotic values (4).
Fig. 2. Distribution of coefficient corresponding to helium atoms passage
over thickness of two-layer membrane

Let the left boundary of the computational domain be defined
by the coordinate x = 0 and the right – by the coordinate x = xk.
Both boundaries must be at such a distance from the barrier that the
Van der Waals forces can be neglected. Then the above mentioned
“matching” conditions are as follows:
(7)

1  b  C2 ,

(8)

iK  biK  C1 ,

(9)

ae iKxk  C11 ( xk )  C2 2 ( xk ) ,

(10)



aiKe iKxk  C11 ( xk )  C2 2 ( xk ) .

5. Conclusion
The calculations show that the region between two graphene
sheets is a region of accumulation of helium atoms in which they
interact with each other and with atoms of the carbon structure, i.e.
in a bound state. Additionally, there are such distances between
graphene sheets which provide a sharp increase in the coefficient of
passage of the inert component atoms determined by the conditions
of “matching” given in (7)-(10). This effect can be explained by the
occurrence of the wave resonance which accompanies passage of a
particular component. In this case, the other component is found
outside the resonance conditions and has a low level of the
transmission coefficient.

The system of algebraic relations (7)-(10) allows finding the
coefficients a, b, C1, C2.
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Figure 1 shows calculation results for the trajectories of
methane molecules interacting with the two-layer structure of a
porous graphene which were obtained from the corpuscular theory.
Each graphene sheet has regular pores in the form of two carbon
cycles (twelve carbon atoms). The distance between the sheets is
0.9 nm. This distance can be ensured by placing a small amount of
С20 fullerenes between the sheets.
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MULTISCALE MODELING OF SHORT FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITES
AND IT’S RELATIONSHIP
TO MODAL ANALYSIS OF MACHINERY PARTS
Eng. Jarmil Vlach., Eng. Jan Steklý Ph.D.
IDIADA CZ a. s., the Czech Republic
jarmil.vlach@idiada.cz
Abstract: Although molding of thermoplastics is very productive method of machinery manufacturing, pure plastics are almost not used
in so much quantity. Particle reinforced composites are more popular, because presence of solid inclusions reduces volume of organic
matrix and usually improve strength and stiffness. Final properties are strongly influenced by manufacturing process which affects inner
material structure. In composites where fibers are continuous in one direction or placed in layers, i.e. the fibers do not end inside the
composite and it`s length is close to the dimension of machinery parts, elastic [1] [2] and thermal properties [7] can be predicted quite
easily by Halpin-Tsai equations or derived simplified methods [2] with high accuracy. This paper is focused on prediction of density and
material stiffness of composites, which are reinforced with very short glass fibers in thermoplastic matrix. In the first part we define the field
of problem. Then we present simplified analytical calculus in compare to finite element method. We focus on ABAQUS 2018 and its features,
which can be used for solving those problems. Estimation approaches such as representative volume element method and mean field
homogenization are also studied. After this presented methods are confronted with selected material datasheet of Ultramid® A3WG6 [9] and
Zytel® 70G35HSLRA4 [12] composite material. The effect of fiber randomization on material stiffness is introduced [4]. At the end of thesis
we use previously calculated material data for modal analysis of real parts which are made from molded thermoplastic with short glass as
well.

Keywords: MODAL ANALYSIS, ELASTIC PROPERTIES, SHORT FIBER, THERMOPLASTIC, COMPOSITE

In this work, we have considered the primary objective of
verifying the accuracy of material properties prediction in
connection with injection simulation, followed by experimental
modal analysis, because the problems of linear dynamics and elastic
wave propagation are closely related.

1. Introduction
In the case of large thin-walled and low-ragged composite
components, which are reinforced with long fibers, the volume
representation and orientation of the reinforcement are constant.
Prior to injection of the binder phase, the reinforcement is generally
positioned and fixed in the mold such that during the production
process to transfer the matrix was prevented from moving it. As the
reinforcement position is known in advance, the assumed properties
of actual products usually coincide well with the calculations and
correspond to our expectations. The problem of molding short fiber
reinforced composites stands on the opposite side of accuracy
interval, because the order of the system is much lower than in case
of long fiber composites.

2. Injection simulation
The simulation results are sensitive to the quality of the FE
mesh and the type of used element. In this case, we consider the
analyses contains output mesh of the injection simulation from
Moldflow software. Because it is a flow problem where the mesh is
stable in the space (it does not deform), but the mass moves inside,
it is a description in Lagrange coordinates. The simulation provides
sufficient information on the distribution, concentration and
orientation of the material in the individual elements.

In terms of access to the development process, it would be
optimal if separate injection simulations were made for each type of
material. In our article, we deal with the possibility that only one
simulation is performed and only small variations in elastic material
parameters would occur. We assume that fiber volume changes in
percentage order will not lead to fundamentally different
distribution and orientation results, while material parameters may
have a more significant effect.

Molding
simulation
results

Indirect
method
User input
Mapping

This type of mesh is often not suitable for distortion and stress
analysis when individual nodes move and structure deforms,
although in case of small strains, the model mesh can give
satisfying results. However if there are large deformations or strains
in the interval of plasticity, such a model can no longer be used,
because the intermediate results will no longer meet the
convergence criteria or give not good response to real problems.
Therefore, the next step of work usually is to create a model mesh
that would meet the least requirements. The flow model must then
meet the solvency criteria and the possibility of transmitting some
information so that the result is not affected.

Modal
analysis
inputs

3. Multiscale modelling of material properties

User created
FE mesh

Each computational material model of composite material can
be divided in few basic parts. The first section at the macroscopic
level is usually a body or a machine component, consisting of a
discretized network of elements representing a particular region.
These are material properties that correspond to the microstructure
level scale of the unit characteristic. It is important to mention that
each of presented predictive theories reminded bellow works with
another type of this elementary cell and therefore the results of the
material characteristics differ from one another.

Material properties
Orientation
Original
FV mesh

Original
FV mesh
Direct method
No mapping

Fig. 1 Schema of direct and indirect analysis procedure
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tests applied and calculated. It shows Fig. 3. When we think
composite as continual phase (MFH), elastic properties can be
directly calculated from one element model following formulas
( 1 ), ( 2 ) and ( 3 ). When we consider material as separated entities
(RVE) formula ( 4 ) should be used.

4. Short fiber reinforced composite materials
Parameters that have a key effect on material characteristics are
fiber length (lf), fiber diameter (df), shape and volumetric fraction of
the reinforcements (vf). The most important describing parameter is
shape factor (ξ) [1]. Physical parameters are given by material
characteristics of components (Table 1). Since short fibers produced
in a special machine are shortened by cutting or milling of long
fibers and the length of each fiber is essentially unique, we must
work with it as a statistical variable. For this instance, we consider
the significant fiber length 120 µm ± 19 µm at 95% probability
level. Fiber diameter is considered as constant value which is 10
µm. The relevant prediction of mechanical properties is therefore a
rather complicated process where each of the variables we only
predict with a certain degree of accuracy.
a/2

a

𝝈𝒊𝒊

(1)

𝑬𝒊𝒊 =

(2)

𝑮𝒊𝒋 =

(3)

𝝂𝒊𝒋 = −

𝝐𝒊𝒊

; 𝒊, 𝒋 = 𝟏, 𝟐, 𝟑

𝝉𝒊𝒋
𝟐𝝐𝒊𝒋

; 𝒊, 𝒋 = 𝟏, 𝟐, 𝟑; 𝒊 ≠ 𝒋

𝝐𝒋𝒋
𝝐𝒊𝒊

; 𝒊, 𝒋 = 𝟏, 𝟐, 𝟑; 𝒊 ≠ 𝒋

Connected
front boundary

Disconnected
front boundary

Connected
front boundary

RVE Cell A

RVE Cell B

RVE Cell C

lf
lc

a

Fig. 4 FE model of material cell with bonded and unbonded front part of
fiber boundary
Fig. 2 Elementary cell of single cylindrical fiber

𝑬𝑪𝒊𝒋 =

(4)

𝑵
𝟏

𝝈𝒊𝒋

𝒏

𝝐𝒄

𝝐𝒊𝒋
𝟐

𝒏

𝑽

𝒏

𝑽𝒄

Table 1: Component material description

Matrix

PA66

Fiber

E-Glass

3

Tensile
modulus

Poisson
ratio

Table 2: Results of predictive methods, Moduli E11

[-]

[ kg/m ]

[ MPa ]

[-]

Method

Formulation

-

1130

3000

0,4

Experiment

12

2600

72500

0,2

Datasheet
Cell A
Cell B
Cell C
Balanced
Mori-Tanaka
Inversed Mori-Tanaka
Mori-Tanaka
Halpin-Tsai

RVE

In this work we mainly deal with elastic properties of binary
composites with polyamide matrix and reinforcement from E-glass.
We took the properties of the matrix from the material sheet
Ultramid A3W [8] and confronted with literature [2], glass
properties were taken from [2] a [3]. In all the calculations, we
consider the matrix as dry or low in moisture. We view both
components as homogeneous isotropic materials.

MFH

AM

For prediction of the composite material properties [9] [12]
three basic methods were used. The traditional analytic method
(AM) represents Halpin-Tsai equations (HT). The second was
representative volume element method (RVE), which was applied
on three basic cells with cyllindrical and prolate reinforcement. It
shows Fig. 4, while the effect of connected and disconected front
boundary of cyllinder was studied [2]. The last approach was mean
field homohenization (MFH), when various formulations reminded
in Table 2 were used and the only ellipsoid-prolate inclusion was
considered. In case of (HT), the properties were directly calculated
by user written script. In case of (RVE) the ABAQUS CAE
Micromechanics plugin was used. Parameters from MFH and RVE
methods were derived from FE models when elementary

j

i

Fig. 3 Basic experiments applied on MFH and RVE models
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11,0
11,1
8,7
8,5
11,4
11,0
16,2
10,5
6,9

When comparison of material prediction methods was finished
and successful methods were selected, we created a trial workflow
how to prepare FE models of real parts, which shows Fig. 5.


Mesh
o

o

Mesh structure

From injection simulation

User created mesh with mapped
orientation
Elements

2nd o. elements



Elasticity
o
From injection simulation
o
User defined

Analytic methods
(Halpin-Tsai)

Mean Field Homogenization
(Mori-Tanaka, Inversed Mori-Tanaka)



Material orientation
o
From injection simulation

Orientation tensor

τij

i

Isotropic Halpin-Tsai

10,0
9,8
7,9
7,7
10,1
9,7
14,1
9,2
6,2

5. Results mapping and FE model creation

j
σii

E11 [ GPa ]
Zytel® 70G35HSLRA4
vf = 0,19

Density

Ultramid® A3WG6
vf = 0,16

ξ
Component
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Fig. 5 Possible permutations of model creation

6.2 Experiment

First variant deals with possibility that original finite volume
(FV) mesh generated by Moldflow is kept and directly used for past
analysis (Fig. 6).

Experimental modal analysis is the method which allows to
obtain mathematical model of the vibration properties and
behaviour of the structure by experimental means. The modal
parameters are established by measuring and processing of
frequency response function H(ω), given as

Molflow output
job_e11.xml
job_e22.xml
job_e33.xml
job_v12.xml
job_v13.xml
job_v23.xml
job_g12.xml
job_g13.xml
job_g23.xml

job_mesh.inp

𝑯(𝝎) =

(5)
job_principal
Directions.xml

𝑯(𝝎)
𝑭(𝝎)

where F(ω) is excitation and X(ω) is response of the system, both in
frequency domain. In our case we tested parts freely suspended in
the center on rubber bands with low stiffness. For each part the
experiments were done at 11 different positions of actuator while
sensor position was fixed. Results were analyzed following
literature [13].

job_ltec_1.xml
job_ltec_2.xml
job_ltec_3.xml

7. Results
List of performed simulation variants show Table 3. Results of
absolute values of modal frequencies for certain parts show Table 4
and Table 5. Eigen modal shapes show Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.

ABAQUS translator
for 3D solid simulations
Model
(job-name.inp)
file containing
list of nodes,
elements,
boundary
conditions,
loads and step
definition.

Material
(job-name.mpt)
file containing
orthotropic
material
properties data

Orientation
(job-name.opt)
file containing
element
orientation data

Thermal
expansion
(job-name.tpt)
file containing
element thermal
expansion
coefficient data

ABAQUS solver
Fig. 6 Schema of extracting binary data

In second variant the successful (MFH) Mori-Tanaka was
applied on user created mesh, when FE model was simplified in
way that 9 elements thru thickness were reduced on 3 and the same
distribution of material given by orientation tensor which was
mapped on was used.
As third variant we considered the initially calculated
distribution of material from Moldflow valid again and just mapped
on user created mesh again, but this time material card was
generated by using (HT) method.

Table 3: List of performed analysis
Formulation
Material
Experiment Moldflow Halpin-Tsai
Method
Experiment
Direct
Indirect
Mesh
Moldflow
User
Ori. tensor
Yes
Yes
Mapping
No
Yes

Mori-Tanaka
Indirect
User
Yes
Yes

Table 4: Eigen modal frequency, Cover
Formulation
Frequency Experiment Moldflow Halpin-Tsai
1st [Hz]
442.4
578.0
470.2
2nd [Hz]
492.2
586.7
481.7
3rd [Hz]
984.4
1300.0
1069.3
4th [Hz]
≈ 3rd
1314.0
1073.4

Mori-Tanaka
470.3
482.1
1072.7
1076.5

1

st

nd

2

rd

3

4

th

6. Modal analysis of real parts
6.1 Simulation

Fig. 8 Eigen modal shapes, Cover

Task of this section was to verify the previously studied
assumptions for real products, which shows Fig. 7 a), b). Present
product, which consists of a two-piece assembly, was made by
injection technology of short-fiber reinforced thermoplastic material
[12]. The aim was to compare the results of modal analyses with
different model mesh settings and engineering elastic constants. In
this case, calculations have been performed in ways that were
recognized as effective. In total, modal analysis of individual
components were performed, then results were compared with the
experimentally determined values. Temperature of surroundings
was considered 23° C.

Table 5: Eigen modal frequency, Housing
Formulation
Frequency Experiment Moldflow Halpin-Tsai
1st [Hz]
424.8
562.7
492.5
2nd [Hz]
508.3
604.9
526.3
3rd [Hz]
1044.4
1295.2
1188.0
4th [Hz]
≈ 3rd
1323.1
1207.4

1

st

nd

2

Fig. 9 Eigen modal shapes, Housing
a)

b)

Fig. 7 Machinery parts, a) Cover, b) Housing
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rd

3

Mori-Tanaka
484.9
521.8
1144.0
1170.2

4

th
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Although the material settings of initial components were the
same, modal frequency determined from original Moldflow model
is influenced by largest error. The total average deviance from
experimental is 25,2% (housing) and 27,3% (cover). In case of
cover part the smallest deviance is obtained from model with user
defined material card, which was mapped on user mesh. It is 5,7%
in case of (HT) formulation. In instance of housing part the smallest
deviance is obtained from model with mean field homogenization
where Mori-Tanaka formulation was applied and which property
was also mapped on user mesh. Smallest deviance from
experimental was 8,8%. It was proofed that successful calibration of
material properties and proper choice of prediction method in a key
way influence results. Modal frequencies and modal shapes match
with experiment quite well although the prediction deviance of
natural frequencies is higher then material. It is caused by natural
distribution of fibers which is statistical value and low order of the
system.

8. Conclusion
Most of the methods did a well of predicting longitudinal
modulus. The worst results are provided by MFH Prolate Inversed
Mori-Tanaka method and whe we think material isotropic. Overall
result with deviation from -38% for Zytel and 46,8% for Ultramid is
unacceptable. Best deviation has been achieved using Prolate MoriTanaka. Halpin-Tsai equations reaches the boundary of dev. -5 and
-8% for both materials. This can be considered also as sufficient.
Deviance of other properties was found lower or same orders but
not published.
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